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ABSTRACT
This thesis looks at the second language acquisition of the English dative
alternation. particle movement and their interaction by native speakers of Micmac.
The associated theories of syntactic Markedness, which follows from a theory o r
Unive rsal Grammar and Case theory are assumed as the basis for Ihis research. The
dative alternation is argued to have the unmarked structure (NP PPJ, as well us the
marked structure {NP NPj. The unmarked structure for the verb-particle construction
is assumed 10 be {V· Prt] and any other position of the particle in the sentence h
marked .
Results of a study on the acquisition of these structures indicate that the
unmarked forms of the dative alternation and the verb-particle construction arc
acquired first by second language learners . A greater number of subjects j UUgL'<I
unmarked forms more acceptable than marked ones according to the results of an
intuitive judgement rest and employed more in production than marked structures arc.
Results on the interaction of these structures show that sentences containing an
unmarked contiguous particle and a prepositional dative are judged most acceptable
and are widely employed in the production task. Sentences involving a marked verb-
particle construction and the marked double-object form of the dative are judged Jess
accep table and are employed less in production. The results presented in this study
support a co ntinuum of markedness for sentences involving both target struct ures.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
1.1 Ilnjver$il Grammarand Marked~
Within the theory of UniversalGrammarCUG)outlined by Chomsky (198Ia.
198 Ib), it is postulated thai all children are endowedwith an innate capacity for
languageacquisition. He proposesthatthere are principlesassociatedwithUniversal
Grammar which arc consistent for a1llanguages; however. the individual languages
determine which principles of UG will be accessed.
Within the more recent principles-and-parameters model of UG. language
learners start out with an open set of parameters which become fixed during the
course of language acquisition. These parameters which are set on the basis of
positiveevidence from the environment may vary from language to language. The
child's core grammar is determined when the parameters of UG are fixed in one of
the permitted ways (Chomsky. 1981b).
UG theoryalso incorporates anassociatedtheoryof markedness which has two
functions: Mi t imposesa preference structureon the parameters of UO, and it permits
the extensionof core grammar to a marked periphery. Experienceis necessaryto fix
thevaluesof parameters of core grammar" (Chomsky. 1981b. p.9). Theassumption
is that the child star tswith the unmarked setting for the parameters and has to reset
Ihe parameters for structures for Illf' language they are exposed to. Acquiring a
language. therefore. involves appropriately setting an the paramcrcrs of UG which
pertain to that language . The prediction that f~111ow S from such a theor y is that
acquisition will reflect the structure of markedness and this is the position that will
be taken in this thesis. However. it is recognized that. /ISpointed out by Chomsky
and many others. there are many compticeting factors that may intervene.
1.2 Case Thcory and Acquisition
In English. abstract case (Chomsky. 1981b) is assigned by governing clements
in a sentence and involves conditions related to adjm.:ency. Specifically, an NP
receives case at Scstructure if it is governed by and adjacent to a tensed inflectional
element. a verb or a preposition, Verbs assign objective case and prepositions assign
oblique (object of preposition) case (Chomsky. 198 Ib). There is a general condit ion
of well-formed ness within Case theory called the Case fitter which requires that all
lexical noun phrases beassigned case. As first proposed by Rouveret and Vergnaud
(1980). this Case filter which applies at surface structure can be slated as follows:
'"NP. where NP has a phonological matrix but no case
A lexical NP which has no case is noegoverned by a tensed inflectional element. a
verb or a preposition in the sentence. Therefore, any sentence containing a lexically
filled NP with no case will be blocked by the CaW! filler.
This thesis looks at the acquisition of the dative alternation and particle
movement. For the dativeconstruction. case is assigned to the direct Object and the
NP of the dative prepositional phrase by way of fundamental properties of Case
assignment. In sentence (I ):
(I) John gave the book 10Bill
~ is assigned objective case by the verb M and .Billis assigned oblique case
by the preposition lQ. However. the two NP's in the double-object construction
receive their case in a slightly different way. In sentence- (2) :
(2) Johngave Bill the book
llill is assigned case by the verb &b£; but the NPl~ is said to be inherently
case-marked (Chomsky. 1981b) as determinedby properties of its governor . Stowell
(1981) offers a somewhat different account for case marking of the double-object
construction which will be discussed further in section 2.2.3.
With respect (0 [he verb-particle construction it will be argued in this thesis
thai the verb-panicle is a complex verb form thatassigns case to the adjacent NP and
tha t this represents the unmarked fonn. The assignmenl of ease involving lhl:
noncontiguous verb-particle forms derived by means of a movemen t rule. Move
alpha, introduces a complication that will be discussed in more detail in section 2.2.2.
1.3 Markedness Theory and ACQujsjt ion
In looking at the acquisition of the dative alternation and particle movement,
which is the focus of this thesis. there are certain issues that have direct bearing on
the considerations of markedness. For example, how does a learner of English set
the parameters involved in the dative alternation when there are two options that are
equally grammatical and available fa him' in the linguistic environment. As well.
how does the learner come to differentiate between alternating and non-alternating
dative verbs?
Similarly in the case of verb-particle constructions that allow the panicle to
move, one must ask how it is acquired when there are two grammatical options for
the position of the particle in the sentence. The verb and particle may becons idered
as one contiguous lexical unit with a distinct meaning. On the other hand, if the ...crb
and particle are assumed to be underlyingly non-contiguous, the unique semantic
properties of the co mbination would have to be explained. From the point of view
of acquisition the contiguous analysis is preferred.
This study loo ks at the acquisition of the English da tive alternation and particle
movement, and their interaction, by Micmac speakers learning English as-a-second
language'. It is assumed that each structure has both a marked and an unmarked
form. For the dative . the unmarked form has the complement struc ture [NP PPJ and
the marked form has the complement structure [NP NPl, The following is an
exa mple of each:
(3) John gave the book to Mary
(4) John gave Mary the book
It is argued that verbs like~ which alternate, are assigned the subcategorizations
INP PPJ, as in (3) and [NP NPl. as in (4) in the lexicon. On the other hand , verbs
which do nOIalterna te. such a s~, would be assigned only the subcategorization
INP PPJ.
It will be argued in Chapter 2 that particle movement is governed by a
movement rule which optionally moves the pan icle to the right of the direct object
NP. The unmarked form is assumed to have the struct ure [V Prt NPj , where the
particle is contiguous 10 the verb, as in (5), and the marked form has the structure [V
NP Prt], where the particle is noncontiguous, as in (6):
(5) John gave back the book
(6) John gave the book back
What renders the noncontiguous forms as marked is the fact that they requ ire the
application of a movement rule. move alpha. As well, the noncorutguous vcrh-
particle form is considered marked because the direct object is case-marked by a verb
that allows the particle to be separated from it.
This study also looks at sentences which involve the interactio n of the dative
alterna tion and particle movement; for exa mple:
(7) John gave back the book to Mary
(8) John gave the book back to Mary
(9) John gave back Mary the book
(10) John gave Mary back the book
(11) John gave Mary the book back
(12) John gave the book to Mary back
Viewing the distinction between core grammar and the periphery as a continuum of
markedness it is considered tha t (7) is the least marked as it co ntains both the
contiguous verb-part icle and the [NP PPj complement. Sentence 8 is more marked
because it contains a noncontiguou s verb particle construction anti the prepos itional
dative complement. Sentence 9 is more marked because it contains the double -object
dative construction and a contiguous verb-pan icle consuucuo n. With regard to
learning, it is assumed that the movement rule that applies to verb-particle forms is
a generalized rule in UG, move a lpha and, as such, is lea rned very ea rly. Ther efore,
sentence 8 which contains one marked structure. a non-contiguous verb-particle
construction is considered less marked than sentence 9 which contains one marked
structure, the double-object construction. Sentence 10 is more marked than the
previous three because it contains both the marked doublc-object dative and a
no ncontiguous verb-panic le construction. Sentences I I and 12 are the most marked
because they contain dative constructions and verb-particle constructions in which the
particles are not only separated from the verb but are sentence-final. the furthest
possible position from the vcrb. As for the grammatical status o f sentences 11and
12, sentence II is doubtful and sentence 12 is clearly ungrammatical. These types
o f sentences are included in the testing in order to test all of the logical possibilities
of the interaction of datives and verb-panicles. There seems to be a structural
constraint on how far Ihe particle is allowed to be separated from the verb; however ,
there does not seem to be a problem in sentences which involve only one verb
complement, as in:
(13) John looked the information up
The remits of this study show that in general, the unmarked forms o f both the
dative and verb-particle constructions are acquired before the marked forms. For
sentences involving the interaction, the results show that sentences containing the [NP
PPl dative complement and a contiguous verb-particle are more acceptable and are
produced more than those involving the same dative complement and a noncontiguous
particle, which in tum are more acceptable than those containing a double-object
dative and either a contiguous or noncontiguous particle. Finally. the results o f
sentences containing the interaction of the target structures show that sentences
containing a sentence-final particle and either dative form are the least acceptableand
are not produced at all. It is concluded that there is a developmental sequence in the
acquisition reflecting a continuum of the dative alternation. particle movemen t and the
interaction of both; unmarked structures are acquired before marked ones' .
1.4 Overview of Thesis
Chapter 2 looks at the theoretical background governing both the dative
alternation and the verb-part icle construc tion. Chapter 3 reviews first and second
language acquisition studies of the dative alternation, part icle movement. and the
interaction of both. Chapter 4 gives a brief description of the structures under
consideration as they relate to Micmac. Chapter 5 gives a descrip tion of the subjects.
methodology for data collection and an description of sentence types employed in the
analysis of the results. Chapter 6 presents the analysis of the data and a d iscussion
of the results. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions drawn from this research. and its
implications for further research in the field.
FOOTNOTES
For thesake ofconsistency, masculine pronouns willbe used10 represent boIh
males and females throughout this lhesis.
2. There are a number of studies of otber constructions which have been carried
cut within the generalized parameter-selling model of language. See. for
example, Hyams' research on the null-subject parameter (Hyams1986). The
questionconcerning the distinction betweencore and periphery, which involve
ccncep tcns of markedness, is a complex one that has important implications
for L2 theory. For discussion of these issues set Chomsky 1986: Liceras
1988; Gair 1988 and White 1989).
3. Pinker (1989) remarks on Ihe statistical rarity of marked consuucuons and
argues tha i rulesthat account for their derivation "usually violate some formal
principle that holds of otherwise similar rules in a grammar- (p. tJ7).
Furthermore. he argues that this provides support for the claim that m.t:'ked
structures are "harder to learn" in some sense. It is on this basis that we will
assume in this thesis that conditions of markedness can be reflected in the
developmental sequence byan unmarked form being acquired before a related
marked one.
CH APTER 1
Theoreti ca l Background
2, 1 lnJr2<!IlJai<m
As mentioned in Chapter 1, the basic theo retical approach taken to account for
the acquisit ion of the English dative alt ernation and particle movement is the theo ry
of core grammar and markedness, as outlined hy Chomsky (198Ia , b). Various
theore tical accountsof the dative alterna tionand particle movement have bee n posited
in the literature. A review of some of this research is presented in this c hapter.
2.2 Syntact ic TheQry
2.2.1 The Dative Alternation
2.2 . 1.1 transformational accounts
The classical account of thedative alternation involves a transformati onal rule
(Fill more. 1965; Jackendoff & Culicove r, 197 1). Jacke ndoff and Culicovcr assume
tha t the under lying order of objects in a double-object com plement is direc t-indirect,
as follows:
"( I ) John gave the book to Mary
The dative movement rule permutes the objects and deletes the preposition of the
ind irect o bject. The rule takes the general form :
(2) X· V-NP-to-Np·y
I 2 ) 4 5 6'" > 1-2-5-3-0-6 (optio nal)
The deletion of the preposition12is accounted for by the rule:
(3) X,V-IO-Y
12 3 4 :ll > 1-2·0-4 (obligatory)
The deletion rule (3) applies afler the dative movement rule (2).
Emonds(1976), on theotherhand , accounts(or the dative alternation by a rule
in terchang ing the positions of two co nstituents of the same category (NP):
(4) X· V · NP · 10 ' Np · Z
I 2 3 4 5 .. > 1-4-0-2-5
12
Emo nds claims that this rule has the advan tage of being structure preserving in thai
thetwo NP's are moved into positions where thephrase struc ture rules allow the same
constituents.
He claims thai his analysis gives a more genera l account of the dative
alternation than earlier accocnrs proposed by Fillmore (1965) and Jackcnd o ff and
Culic over (1971). These accoun ts. which were nor struc ture-preserving, pr oposed
rules involving the permutation of the two NP objects.
Smaby and Baldi (1981) account for dative movement by a base rule that
genera les [V NP PPJ structures. The NP in the PP is then moved by an option al rule
to the left of the direct object NP, as in:
(5) give a bone to the dog ""> give the dog a bon e
However, in an attempt to provide a moreunifiedsyntactic theory, Smabyand
Baldi argue that particle movement and da tive movement, which are considered (0 be
structure-preservingtransformations. are interconnected. They assume that the verb
+ pani cle is noncontiguous inthe basestructureand proposean analysis that is broken
down into two steps. The first involves a rightward NPmovement of the direct object
referred to as Cross Particle Movement (CPM), in which the NP movesacro ss the
particle slot. The second step is dative movement (DM)proper, which is the le ftward
NP movement of the indirect object NP to the positionvacatedby the direct objoct
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NP. TIle pre position is then deleted as in the traditio nal for mulation of dative
move ment. The ir anal ysis of the verb phrase is :
(6) V (NP) (Pn (NP» (to NP)
5maby and Baldi's anal ysis is similar to Emonds ' in tha i both claim 10 be
struc ture preserving. However, they differ in that Emonds ' rule involves a
simultaneous interchange of the twoobject NP 's wherea s Smaby and Baldi propose
[hat there are two steps involved .
Larson (1988) alsopresents a transformaticoalanalysis of thedouble-object
construction within the modem framework that implements a proposal of dat ive
structure first suggested by Chomsky (1955/1975). He claims that there areclear
reasons why one might wantto retatepreposdonaldatives anddouble-objec t sncrc res
transformationatly:
"First . allhough the relation between the two shows irregularities in
English, in other languages. the relationship is quite systematic. In
particular, in languages with so-called applicative constructions (see
Marantz (1984), Baker (1985)for discussion)obliqueanddoubleobject
structures show a highly productive relation strongly suggestive of
derivationalrelatedness. This argues that transformational operations
similar to "Dative Shift" must beavailable in principle . Second, a
deriva tional approach to the dative-double-object relation is clearly
desirable under any strongtheses about the relation between structure
and as signment of thematicroles" (Larson, 1988:350).
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AttOrdin g to this view, a dative senreoce like;
(7) John senta letter [0 Mary
is derived from an underlying form in which theverb and its indirect object make up
a ccnsrituenuh a t excludes the direct objec t. The specific propo sal adopted by Larson
is thai da tive complement constructions like (7) invo lvean underlying clause-like VP
whose "subjecf' is Lkn!:rand wh ose "obj ect" is !12l..Marx:
(8) Joh n I..., a letter [v- send to MaryJ)
The correct surface form is derived by an operation of verb raising . 1b is movemen t
leaves a trace in theoriginal siteand creates a sequence of coindexed v-positions. as
in:
(9) Joh n send ( VI' a lette r LV" 1 10 Mary]]
Doeble-objecrformsare thensyntacticaly derivedbydative shift. The former indirect
object M.aa beco mes a derived VP · subj ect" and the forme r direc t objec t i.kt.1cr
assumes adjunct statuswithinV'. He claim s thatthis analysis would apply 10 passives
as well. larson's approach differs fromthe other transformatiooal accounts in
tha t instead of moving NP's, the verb moves.
IS
Jackc ndoff (1990) preseou strong arguments against the transformational
analysisproposed by larson. Jackendoffstales that Larson has needlesslycreated a
novel structure for the double-ooject construction in order 10 accommodate factson
binding, and that linear order , which playsan important role in the double-object
construction , is not takeniraoaccounr . lackendoff a lso contends that Larson'sana.lysis
introducesa great dea l of structurewhich is not ev ident from the surfaceof the dative
construction. Furthermore. lackendoff points out thai larson's Detructure
representation:
' viola tes two of lhc most longstanding and robust hypotheses of syntactic
theory: (I ) that a verb's argumentstruc ture is represented locally at some
level of syntactic structure, and (2) thaithere isa structural distinction between
arguments and modifie rs' (Jackendo(f, 1990:453).
Furthennore he points out that Larson does not take lntc consideration the semantic
argumentsagainst a dative shift analysis that motivated ee proposals for a lexical
analysis.
2.2. 1.2 non-transformational accounts
There arethose whoargue that thedative alternation should not beaccounted
for bya transformationalrule. Forexample, Stowell(198 1). whose '....ork is discussed
in moredetail in section 2.2.3 . argues that throug h the processof NP-Incorporation.
the need fOT a transformation to account for the alternation disappears.
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In a paper dealing with the "projection problem" whichasks how language
[earnersacquire adultintuitionsabouttheirlanguagebasedon primarylinguisticdata,
Baker (1979) points out problems with the transformational accountof the dative
alternation. He argues thatthe classicaltransformational account incorrectly predicts
full grammatical statusfor transformed sentencescontaining ncnenemartngverbssuch
aSSa)'.and~:
(10) "George said Maxinesomethinguncharitable
(II) "We reponed the policethe accidentI
Baker claims thai adding negative rule features to exclude nonalternating verbs
produces a grammar that is too complex with regard to learning and cites, for
example,the wellknownfactthaichildrenlearning English getlittle negativeevidence
from their caretakers. Thus the optional transformation rule is too general. Baker
further Slates that:
"Classical transformational theory makes available for the description of
primary data from English a numberof optional transformational rules that
express what appear to bequiteattractive generalizations. In manycases. these
general izations prove to befalse. but their falsehood is not apparent until we
are provided with the information that certain specific sentences are
ungra mmatical. This isjust the sortof information to which childrenlearning
English appear to have no dependableaccess" (Baker. 1979:547),
Baker suggests that if we were to assume that there are two phrase structure
ruleswithassociatedsubcategorization featuresto indicate whichenvironmentsa given
17
verbappearsin, the problemsassociated withthetransformational accountdisappear.
Only verbs heard in tile primarydata in the double-objec t environmentare assumed
to occur in that environment in thegrammar. Thisdoes not, of course, ruleout the
possibility of overgeneralizauonof the rules.
Operatingwithinlexicaltheory, OehrJe(1976) provides a solution 10 the dative
alternation which is very similar to thatput forthby Raker ( 1979). UnderOehrle's
lexicalframework, an alternating verb is subcategorized in two distinct ways: [NP
PPJ. lNPJ. and thus satisfies Ihe conditions for lexical insertion into both the
prepositional dative structure andthe double-object structure. The relation between
bothstructuresis staledby a lexical redundancy rule. Oehrlestates that thisapproach
has several attractive aspects:
"First, rules of this kindare restric ted to operations on materialspecified in
subcaiegori zancn frames. Thusno rule of this kindcould takea noun phrase
out of a purpose clause, for instance, and make it the subject of the sentence.
Second, such rules are designed to accountfor cases of syntactic alterations
in which semantic equivalence is not necessarily preserved. Thus, they are
concerned withcases inwhich notall propertiesare invariant. In view of the
way such rules are to be construed, we have an immediate way to build
markednessconsiderations into the rule ttsetr. Finally, rotethat all such rules
will of necessity be structure-preserving, since in every case the structures
relatedby the rules must meet theconditionsspecified by onephrasestructure
rule expansionin order to be generated" (Oehrle, 1976:271).
Oehrlealso looks at morphological and seman tic considerations of the dative
ahcmatlcn and proposes a morphological constraint 10 limit the domain of the
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alternation. The lexical account , unlike the transformat ional account, has the:ability
10incorporate extra morpho logical information into the rule itself.
Elabo rating on Oehrle's wo rk , Mazurke wich & Wh ile (1984 ) suggest that there
isevidence of the existence of a morphologicalas well as a semanticconstraint in the
acquisition of the dative alternation. The morphological co nstraint dictates that an
alternating verb m ust be o f the native stem class. The semantic constraint states thai
the ind irect object must be the pro spective possessor o f the direct object in a do uble -
object construction . Further discussion of Mazurkew ich and White (1984) can be
found in section 2 .3.1. 1.
2.2.2 Particle Movement
li kedative movement, particlemovement hastraditionallybeenaccountedfor
by a transformational ru le (Emonds, 1972, 1976. 1985; Fraser . 1976; Smaby and
Baldi, 1981). However, many researchers disagree ove r the deep structure position
of the particle; it may or may not becontiguous to the verb.
2.2.2. 1 contiguous analyses
Van Dongen (19 19) looked at verb-particle co mbinations and concluded: (a)
that the particle generally precedes the direct objec t, (b) that the particle usually
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qua lifies the verb and occurs in close proximity 10 it, and (e) that the o rig inal meaning
of the particle is often lost.
Live ( 1965) argues that the contiguity of the verband particle is supported by
la) the retention of the:particle along with the verh-ccmponent in the passive, as in
( 12) The dishes were broken up
(b) the ability of Ihe particle to be substituted by a one-word synonym:
(I ] ) find ou t "" d isco ver
(el the fact that theverb-particle combinat ionreadily occurs in conjunctional parallel
with a single verb, as in:
(14) I sent for and received Ihe goods
(d) the grammaticaljuxtaposition of the two elements in a verb-panicle combination.
c.g.~.~.l
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Bolinger (1971) claims that the "phrasa l verb " is a lexical unit having a "sct
meaningwhich is notthe sum of the meaningsof its par ts"(Bolinge r. 1971:xi;). He
further argues that when a rule of syntax brings together particu lar words more
freque ntly than others. as, for example. in the case of phrasal verbs, the high-
frequency combinations tend to fossilize. The particle has a tendency to be found in
the post-verbal position. as in (15), and a lesser tendency10be found after the direct
objec t (16):
(15) to take out the garbage
(J6) to take the garbage out
Similar claims have been made by Absalom ( 973), who posits at lea st four
factors contributing to the treatmen t of the verb-particle co mbinatio n as a unit: (a)
the slrr" ....r syntacticbehaviour of a large numberof examples. (b) the statisncal co-
occurrenceof thecomponentsof the combination. (c) an intuitive desirability to treat
the structure as a unit, (d) the semantic interdependence of the constituents of the
combination,
Fraser(1976), in distinguishing particles fromprepositions. claimsthat the verb
and particleare introduced intodeepstructureas a contiguousunit which is dominated
by the constituent V. He argues that particlesare syntactically morecloselyassociated
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with the verb which precedes them, whereas true prepositions are mere closely
associated with the noun phrase which follows them. Based on this evide nce, he
concludes that the particle cannotbe categorized as a preposition, as Emonds (1976.
1985; claims. To illustrate the differences between particles and true prepositions,
Fraser gives the following examples:
(17) a. Harry looked furtively over the fence
b. "Harry lookedfurtively over the client
(18) a. In rhestreet, the man reeled as if drunk
b. -rn the line, the man reeled as if drunk
(19) a. He spedup the street, and she, up the alleyway
b. "He sped up the process, and she, up the distribution]
In (l7 a), the adverbial~ can precede the PP, whereas, in (I 7b), it cannot
precede the particle. In (18a),Ihepp can occur in sentence-initial position. whereas
in (lSb ) particles cannot. In (19a), PP's can function as a syntactic unit in sentence
in which gapping hasoccurred. whereasin (19b) the particle !ill cannot.
2.2.2.2 non-contiguous analyses
Emonds (1976)argues that the particle is an intransitive preposition. i.e. an
instance of PP. He maintains that theseintransitive prepositions must follow the direct
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object NP in deep structure, lind thai a movemeOi Iransfonna lion. which is structure
prese rving, optionally moves them nest to the verb .
Emond s presen ts evidence of diffe rent idiolect s of Engli sh in which he found
tha t the most favoured and natura! position for particles in sentences with verb •
double-obj ect order is between the two object NP ' s as in (20a) :
(20) a. John galle M ary back the comb
b. John gave M ary the comb hack
c. John gave back Mary tile comb
As well , he fou nd Ihal the position of the panicle after the d irect objec t, as sho wn in
(2Ob), was usually rejected and thai the idiolcc ts differed when Ihe particle was
positioned di rectly afte r the verb as in (2De).
There is a prob lem with Ihis amtlysis: il is limilat to sentencesthat contain only
alternating verbs in their doublc-object form. Neither alternating verbs in their
prepo sitional form, nor non-alterna ting verbs appea r in the discussion.
Based on his 1976 study. Emonds (198.5) proposes the fo llowing
transformation al rule to account for instances of [V . Pnl :
(21) V · NP - Prt - > 1 · 3 - 2
He claims tha t in sentences contain ing id iomatic ex pressio ns. like :
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(22 ) John too k his student to task
the direct obj ect obliga torily intervenes bet ween the two parts of [he idiom l22k....w
1iUk. Emonds argues thai if the deep structureof this idiom had the structure V·PrI.
then in order to account for sentences such as (20), its derivation would require an
obligatory transformation tomove the PP part of the idiominto the position following
the directobject. Basedonevidencesuch as this. Emonds concludesthat the verb and
particleina verb-panicle construction are notcontiguousin deepstructure. However,
as Emonds states, (22) is an idiomatic expression; theexception rather than the rule.
As di scussed in 2.2.1.1. Smaby and Baldi (1981) argue that the base position
for the particle is followingthe direct object NP. Theyposit a movement rule which
lheycall "Cross-Particte Movement- that is a rightward movementof the directobject
NP acrossthe panicle slot. Unlike Emonds' analysis. it is not the particle which
moves, but the NP which precedes it Following Emonds, Smaby and Bald i
hypothesize thai this movement rule is a structure preserving transformation. This
cross-particle movement rule would transform (23a) into (2Jb):
(23) a. John threw the garbage out
b. John threw out Ihe garbage
2.2.3 The Stowell Analysis
Stowell (1981) has developed a tt;~ory which is rooted in syntax, but which
cannot be considered transformational. Stowell's analysis incorporates Case theory
as outlined by Chomsky (l981b) . Case theory is a subsystem of UG that assigns
abstract Case to NPs which indicates the grammatical functions of Nps under the
condition of adjacency. The adjacency condition on case assignment stales that NP
objects must appear adjacent to a governing verb or preposition. In a sentence such
(24) john sent a leiter to Mary
case assignment follows directly from the theory. that is,~ is the direct object
and Mao'. is the indirect object. This structure is assumed to be the unmarked dative
structure. The problem. however. arises in the assignment of Case to double-object
constructions as in:
(25) John sent Mary a letter
or with verb-particle constructions where the object is not adjacent to the verb, as in:
(26) John gave back the book
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Stowell presents the first unified account of dative and particle movement. He points
out thai we need notassumethaithegrammar of Englishcontainsa language-specific
ruleof dativeand particle movement. Rather, the movementstructures follow if one
considers thai English has theword-formation rulesof Np-Inccrporation and Panicle
Incorporation whichcanapply separatelyor simultaneously to a singleverb. Stowell
mainta ins that the case assignment problems associated with the double-object and the
verb-particle constructions can be traced to the assumptionthat both NP objects in a
dative construction, as well as the particles in a verb-particle construction, are
complements of the verb . Under Stowell's analysis. the first NP in a dou ble-o bject
construction and the particle in a vcrb+particle constructionare actually part of a
complex verb phrase:
(27) a. [ v-NP]
b. Iv-Prtl
TIle verb-internal NP has the statusof an incorporated object and the verb-internal
panicle has the statusof an incorporated particle.
Asslatedearlier, the adjacency condition on Caseassignment requires that for
an NP to be assigned case, the NP must be adjacent to its governing verb. This
condition poses a problemfor the second NP in a double-object construction and the
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dirtCtobject NP in a verb-particleconstruction. However. Ihrollgh Np-Incorporntlon
and Particle Incorporation the adjacency problem on case assignmentdisappears.
Consider the example :
(28) John gave Mary (he book
The indirectobject NP is incorporatedwithin thecomplex verb [vgave-Mary! and case
is assigned 10 the direct object NP [Npthe book] under adjacency. The resulting
structure is as follows:
(29) John [v·[vgave-Mary](lI1e book lJ
Similarly, in sentences containing the verb-particle conSlruclion:
(30) I switched orr the light
the particle. which isadjacenllo the verb. is incorporatedwithin the verb to form fbe
single complex unit {v!.witchcd-off]. The following is the symacuc structure for (30):
(3 1) I [vp[v'[v-switched -o ff]lhe IighllJ~
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The direct object NP lb£.l.ii.hI is adjacent to the complex verb after application of
Particle Incorporation.' Similar structures arise after the application of NP-
Incorporation on double-object structures.
Based on the preceding discussion, it is assumedthat the dativealternation is
better accountedfor by a lexical analysis basedon Oehrle (1976). It has been shown
that transformational theory has problems with constraining the rule; it can account
for verbs whichalternate but it has no method other than adding exira rule features
to predict when a verb does not alternate. Baker (1979) has pointed out that under
transformational theory, the dative alternation is written as an optional rule which
automatically fails 10 apply to nonaltematingverbs. As well, the transformational
analysiscannot accountfor the morphological and semantic constraintsproposed by
Mazurkewich and White (1984) which have been shown to successfully limit the
domain of the alternation .
On the other hand, the lexical analysis accounts for the alternationusing a
redundancy rulewhichsubcategorizes alternatingverbsas [NP PP] and(NP NP); this
would nor apply to nonaltemating verbs [NP PP]. The theoryof Caseassignment
from which markedness considerations follow determines the course taken in
acquisition. Theunmarkedstructure for thedativealternation is considered to be [NP
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PPJ whereas the marked structure is [NP NPI. Finally. as Oehrte (1970) pointsouI,
the lexical acco unt can incorporate extra morphological information provided by the
morpho logical constrain t within the rule itself. It doesn't nCL'tI extra rules as the
transformational account does.
Particle movementis assumed10 be accountedforby anoptionaltransformation
which movesthe particle to the right of the object NP. T he unmarked structu re for
the verb-particle constructionis considered10 be Iv-Prtl with the pan iclecontiguous
to the verb. It is assumed that the contiguous verb-particle forms are unmar ked based
on the semantic and syntactic argumen ts that treat it as a single lexical uni t (Van
Dongen 19 19. Live 1965, Bolinger 197 1, Absalom 1973. Fraser 1976 and Stowell
1981). The evidence that Emonds (1976 , 1985) uses to argue for a noncont iguous
analys is is weak and it relies on idiomatic expressions. The hypothesis forwarded by
Smaby and Baldi (198 1) is also weak as they propose an analysis whereby the particle
remains stationary and the direct object NP moves over it. However , their analys is
of part icle movement relies crucially on their analys is of the dative alternation which
they maintain is a movement transforma tion. It is assumed il1!ll:s thesis that the dative
alternation is best accounted for by a lexical analysis as the transforma tional account
has been shown to be flawed.
It has been argued that for the dative alte rna tion, the unmarked struc ture is the
prepos itiona l dat ive [NP PP] and the marked structure is the double -object structu re
[NP NPJ. Likewise for the verb -particle construc tion, the unmarked structure Is a verb
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with a contiguous particle [V'Pr1) and the marked structure is one with a
nonconnguous particle", Returning to sentences5-10 in Chapter I whichinvolve the
interaction of the dative alternationandthe verb-particle constructionwecan propose
a continuum of markedness from least marked to most marked. Sentence (5)
(renumbered sentence (32»:
(32) John gave back [Nplhe bookJ[pplO Mary)
contains the unmarked dative structure [NP PPJ as well as the unmarked [V-Prt]
structure. Thus, this type of sentence would be the least marked. Sentence (6)
(renumbered sentence (33)):
(33) John gave [Nplhe book) back [wlO Mary]
contains the unmarked dative structure[NP PPJ and the marked verb-particle structure
in which the particle is separated from the verb. Thus, sentence (33) is more marked
than sentence(32). Sentence (7) (renumbered sentence (34)):
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is also more mar ked than sentence (32) because it contains the marked INP NPI
structure and the unmarked (V·pnl structure. Sentence IS) (renumbe red scmcncc
(35»:
(35) John gave (,...pMary) back [N,the book }
contains the two marked structures: double-object dative and noncontiguous verb-
panicle construction. Sentence (35) is thus more marked than the previous three.
Sentence (9) (renumbered sentence (36» :
contains the marked double-object dative as well as a separated verb-particle
construction. However, not only is the particleseparated. it is also semcnce-rlnal .
the furthest possible position from the verb which may account for its doubtful
gra mmaticaIity. Sentence (10) (renumbered sentence (37)):
(37) Johngave [NPthe bookHpplOMary] back
containsthe unmarkedprepositionaldativeanda sentence-final particle. Thissentence
is notgrammatical. Although sentences(36)and (37) would not begeneratedby the
grammar and, hence, nor beavailable to learners in the input, they were included in
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the testing as they could provide valuable data about the subjects' reactions to
ungrammatical sentences.
Based on this continuum of markedness. it is assumed that the least marked
sentencesare easier 10 acquire than the mort markedsentences.
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rooT~OTES
From Baker (1979).
2. All exam ples from Live (1%5 ).
3. From Fraser (1976).
4. From Stowell (1981).
5. Aarts (1989) hu pointed out that Stowell' s analysis fails to account for
sentences suchas:
(i ) f looked the information up
in which there is no subject-predicate relationship between thedirect objec t NP
and the particle. According 10Aerts. Stowell only lakes into account sentences
such as (i) for which there is a true subject-predicate relationship.
6 . It should be noted Iltat the marked construction in the case of the dative
alternation results from the application of a lexical rule. The marked
conscuction thai results from particle movement, on the other hand, is derived
by meansof a movement rule. However. it is argued herethai this does not
alter the predictions being tested in this thesis which concern the theoretical
assumptions underlying the notionof markednessand coregrammar. Thisdocs
raise, nonetheless, the question of whether a generalmovement rulewould be
acquired before a lexicallyconstrained rule.
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CHAPTER 3
Acqu isition Resea rch
The following arebrief summariesof studieson the firstand second language
acqu isition of the da tive altemation and particle movement,
3, 1 Foulish as a First Language
3 . 1. 1 Acquisition of Datives
Fischer (1976)studiedEnglish speakingsubjectswhoseages rangedfrom3;6
to 5 years . The tasks consisted (If an elici ted imitation task and a picture choice task.
The results showed tbat in the imitation task, the most frequent error was "de-
trans formation ." That is, Fischer found that a sentence like (I) was often de-
transformed into one such as (2) :
(1) John bought Mary the book
(2) Johnbought thebook for Mary
3'
Th is suppo rts the hypo lht:sis tha t the unmarked struc ture for tile dativ e alterna tion is
(NP PP] becausethe children are not able to repeat the, as yet , unacqui red double NI'
comp lement.
Fischer also reports thai there wasa methodologicalproblemin theexperiment.
The results showed that for full NP objects. the four-yea r-olds responses were
governed by the recency ef fect; tha t is they chose the last item they hea rd. Five-year -
olds were bette r able to override the recency effect compa red 10 the younger chi ldren
but it was found thai their grammar was more libera l than the rour-ycar-otds' in that
they acceptedmoreungrammatical sentencesthantheyounger children did. Five-yo..ar-
olds were also shown 10 overgeneralize double-object forms to contexts whe re they
are not gramm atically acceptable .
As mentioned above , subjects showeda preference for the PP version rather
than the double -object version o r indirect object con structions. In a more extensive
study carried out by Fischer (197 1), she showed that doobte-cbjec t constructions:
(3) I gave the girl the book
are learned much later and are more difficult for the child to process than their direct
object plus prepositional phrase co unterparts:
(4) I gave the book to the gi rl
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Cook (1976)lookedallheac:quisitionofthedaliveallenlalionby naliveEJlglish
children betweenthe ages of 5;0 and 10;0. Testing consistedofaslcing each child to
move toys acoordingto the instructionsof the test sentences. Sentencescontaining
combinations of the verb~, the indirect objc:ets&iIIand man and the direct objects
gr and I2QQk were used. Half of the sentencescontained the (NPl complementand
the other half containedthe [NP PPJ complement. Resons showedthat the subjocu
made many mistakes with the [NP NPl complement but very few with the [NP PPJ
co-nptement. As well. there was greater accuracy with age for the double object
construction, but not significantly for the prepositionaljg-ccnstruction. This supports
the hypothesis that the l!2'<'onSI11Jction is acquired before the double-object
construction. The subjects alsoshoweda greaterunderstanding of sentences in which
the direct object was inanimateand the indirectobject animate. This suggestsmat
animacy is an important aid in the acquisition process of the dative alternation.
Mazurkewichand White(984) arguethat child~ initiallyacquiringthedative
alternation have a rule based on positiveevidence whichis more general than the
adults' rule which leadsto overgeneraflzation of the dativealternation. Theypropose
that alternatingverbshavetwo subcategorizauons,[NP PPJ, and [NP NP1.related by
a lexical redundancy rule which includes a semantic and a morphological constraint.
The morphological constraint dictates that theverbsinvolvedmust be from thenative-
stem class, not Latinate verbs. The semantic constraintstales that the indirectobject
must be theprospective possessororeedirectobjectinthedouble-object construction.
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The results of this paper are based mainly on research ca rried out by
Mazorkewich. (1982) o f mree groups of LI English children whose mean ages were
9 .0. 12.3 and 15.6 years . The subjects were tested by means of an Intuitive
Judge ment Test which elicited gra mrnatical ity judgements o f pairs of sen tences made
up of either a verb and a {NP PPI complement or a verb and a [NP NP J cemp temen r.
Some of the verbs optionally allow the alternation; for example,~. while o thers
ob ligatori ly permit only PP co mplements, for exempte.~.
Theresultsshowed thatall threeexperimentalgroupswereaccurate inassessing
the grammaticality of sent ences containing verbs which alternate as we ll as sent ences
with Latinate (non-native) verbs taking only {N? PPJ com plements . Howe ver,
sentences cootaining latinate verbs and double·NP complements:
(5) "John explained Mary the answer
we re more widely accepted by the subjects than wou ld be expected . suggest ing · UIC
po ssibility of overgeneraJization by speakers old enough to know the relevant verbs·
(M azurke wich and White . 1984; 268). They suggest that this overgeneralizarion will
be lost when the child beco mes aware that an alternating da tive verb must be native
and that a certain lypeof se mantic relations hip, namely the prospective possessor, must
be prese nt. The loss of the overgeneralization will be bro ught about through positive
evidence in the input, and the child 's awarene ss of the semant ic co nstr aint before lhe
morphologi cal constra int.
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White (1987a) testedher hypolhes is uat cbudren who have acqui red the syntax
o f the dou ble-obj ect construct ion . but have not yet limited the indirec t object to tho se
NP's which are the prospective possessors of the direct object , may be
overgeneralizing the semantic aspect o f the dative alternation. The data from 20
children whose ages ranged from 3;8 to 5;8 were used. Testing consisted of two
tasks: an act-out and an imitation wk. For the act-out W k. children were asked,
using toys, to perform the action described in a sentence read aloud by the
expe rimenter . For the imitation task, the child and the experimente r each held a
puppet and the child was asked 10 make his or her puppet repeat what the
experimenter's puppetsaid. White used verbswhichalternate in the adult grammar,
such as ll..ulli::. Gt. hu.i.ld. as well as verbs which occur only with benefactive fur·
phrases which do not alternate in the adult grammar;~. QI2CD. .~.
Incomparing the resuhs fromboth tasks, Whiteconcluded that in general, the
subjects were cvergeneralizing thedouble-object structure 10 nonaltemating verbs.
However, the older subjects had a tendency to overgeneraJize much more than the
younger subjects did. This suggests that this overgeneralieation is not indicative of
problemsin the initial stagesof acquisition. Instead, it constitutes an example of the
type of overgeneralizauon in which older children fail to limit syntactic or
morphological rules 10 the semantic class to which they apply in the adult grammar.
There are serious problems with this study, as pointedout by Gropen, Pinker,
Hollander, Goldberg and Wilson (1989). Adultsare equally as capable of acting out
and imitating ungrammatical sentences as children art . The fact that the children in
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this study do so when instructed 10 tell s us nothing about their acquisition of the
do uble-object construction. As well, in the test sentences, the d irect objects were
always inani mate and the ind irect objects were always ani mate. Thus, the childre n
may have been able to correctly actout and imitate theungrammatical sentences based
on animacy, ignoring the syntax of each sentence. The conclusion drawn by While
that Ll learners of Englishovergeneralize thesemanticaspectof the dativealternation
is not tenable.
Gropen et al. (1989) reanalysed data from the Brown corpus and conducted
a series of experiments to test two hypot heses: the Strict conservatism hypothesis .
wh ich predicts that the doub le-object for m will not be used unless it has pr eviousl y
bee n heard in that form; and the cri te ria-governed productivity hypothe sis, which
predicts tha t both optio ns of the dative alternation will be used prod uctive ly.
In Study I, the spontaneous speech of five native English children and the ir
caretakers was analyzed. The subjec ts for this study included (he three children
studied longitud inally by Brown (1973) Ada m, Eve, and Sarah, and two othe r
children, Ross and Mark, w hose transcri pt was obtained from the ChilOE.o;projec t
of MacWhin ney and Snow ( 1985). Th e ages of the subjects ranges from 1;5 · 2 ;7
at the start of recording to 2;3 - 6;6 at the end. Utterances were classified either as
do uble-object or prepositional dative. Eleven classes of alterna ting verbs compatible
wi th the notion of causing a change o f possession were examined from the corpus.
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The resu ltsshowtd tha t neither version of ue dative con~i stently emerged firs t,
contrary to evidence presented by Fischer (1971. 1976), Cook (1976) and
Mazurkewich andWh ile (1984). Almost all of the children uttered at least some
dou b le-objec t sentences contai ning verb s not heard in adu lt speech which re futes the
stro ngest version of the conserva tism hypothesis , Howeve r, thesubjects in the Gropen
et a t . study ar e younge r than those stud ied byCook , whose subjects' ages ranged from
5 to 10 years andthose ofMazurkewich andWhite, whose subjects rangedin age from
9 to 15;6. Fi scher ' s subjects ' ages ranged from 3;6 to 5 years, agai n slightl y older
than those of Gropcn et 01.1-
The firstexperiment in the study byGropenel al. wasdesigned to lest whether
the moqJho phonolog icaJ (i .e . monosyllabici ty) and semantic (i.e. prospective
possession) ccesraints proposed by Maz urkewich and While (1984) are
psychological ly real for adulls . They suggested that j f these constraints are not. then
they cannot account for how children avoid o r recover from overgeneralizations of
the dative. Their subjects were adult first language speakers of EngUsh from 17-41
yea rs. Using a questionnaire. each subject was asked (0 rate the acceptability of
doub le-object sentencescontainingnove l verbs usinga seven-point rating scale. The
results show that subjects judged double-object sentences which involved a change of
pos session as being significantly more acceptable than those which did not. As well ,
subj ects judged sentences with monosyllabic verbs as being significantly more
acce ptable than those with polysyllabic verbs. Thus. both the semantic and the
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morphological constraintson datives in English were shownto be psychologically real
for the adults in this experiment.
In their secondexperiment. Gropenet a). tested whether the morphologica l and
the semanticconstraintsarepsychologically realfor children. Native English-speaking
children between the ages of 5;0 and 8;6 wert taught four novel verbs; two
monosyllabic and two trisyllabic. involving a transfer of possession. The tasks
consisted of a production and a comprehensionlest designedto elicit both forms of
the dative. Results showed that the children did produce double-object forms with
verbs they heard in theprepositional formas wellas thedooble-object form.although
they preferred using verbs in the constructions in which they were taught. The
subjec ts also showed a preference for mo nosyllabic verbs over polysyllabic verbs
which supports lhe morphological constraint proposed by Mazurkew ich and WhilC
( 1984).
In their third experiment, Gropen et al . attempted to elicit double-object forms
in more natural settings. The subjects were 32 native English-speaking ch ildren
between the ages of 5 ;8 and 8; 11. Tbe same four novel actions as in EJ:pcrim ent 2
were taught to the subjects as well as four new novel stems: two monosyllab ic and
two trisyllabic . Results showed thai children use novel verbs in the double-o bject
construction even if they have never heard such combinations before. The resear chers
also found the children were more likely to produce a double-objec t form if the
recipient could be understood as animate than if it was understood as inanimat e.
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Based on these experiments, Gropen et al . concludethat a weak version of
Strict Conservatismis supportedas theyfoundthat the productiveusesof verbs in the
double-object formconstitutea tinyminorityofchildren's usagesand the vast majority
of the verbs they used in both dative constructions could have been based on the
language input children receivein their environment.
They consider thatthecriteria-governed productivity,whichholds thatchildren
learn to constrain their rule rc apply 10 monosyllabic verbs denoting possession
changes. is consistent withthe data, but foundthat childrenare not as productiveas
this hypothesis would predict. Gropen et al. postulate that:
"if the dative rule changes the semantic structure of a verb, then the
interpretation of a sentence should be able to change when the verb
dativizes: whereas the prepositional form specifies motion(literal or
metaphorical) towards a goal, the double·objcct form specifies actual
causationof possession" (Gropen et al., 1989:242).
Theygivethe example of tileverbw .which.in itsprepositional form is ambiguous
betweensending to a location or to a person as in (6):
(6) John sentthe package to". Mary , or Toronto
whereasin the double-objectform it can only mean sending10 a person (7), not to
a location (8):
(7) John scnt Mary tilepackage
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(8) "'Joh n sent Toronto the package
Gropen et aI. view the dative as Man o peration on lexicosemantic structure"
which changes "cause Y to go to X" to "cause Z to have v", The)' suggest that thi s
hypothesis solves four problemsat once:
"it explains whydifferent arguments get mapped onto the syntactic
sur face object -position in the two constructions; it explains why the
int erpretation of a single verb can change when it undergoes the
alternation; it explains why verbs which take the prepositional dative
fo rm and are incompatible with causation of change of possession
cannot be transformed into laking the double-object form; and,
symmetrically, it explains why certain verbs can only exist in the
double-object Io-m" (Gropen et at. , 1989:242).
3. 1.2 Acquisi tion of Particles
Th ere are very few studies reported in the literature that focus on the
acquisitio n of verb -particle constructions. One study is that by Fischer (1976). who
looked at the acqu isition of verb-particle constructions in LI English children whose
ages ranged from 3;6 to 5 years. A sentence choice task was administered which
tested gra mmaticality judgements of verb-parti cle construct ions. Results showed that
both part icle exte rnal sentences as in (9' , and particle internal sentences as in (10' ,
are equally grammatical for these subjects:
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(9) Johnpicked theboo k up
(10) John picked up the book
However, Fischer reports that there was a strongrecency effect in her experiment;
that is. the children tended to choose the last item they heard .
Clifton (1977) tested the acceptability of part icles in sentences which have
undergone the da tive-movement transformation. His subjects wereadult Ll English
students of Spanish as a Second Language. Four classifications of sentences were
used: (a) post-verbalparticle:(b) particlebetween NP's; (c) sentence-final particle;
Cd) passive formed on indirect object. Thirty-two lest sentencesof thesetypes were
presented to the subjects in oneof threemodes: oral, written and timed, or written
and unnmed. The subjects were asked10indicate Ole acceptability of each sentence
by circling the number on a six-point scale corresponding to their judgement.
The results showed that there was considerable variabilitybetweensubjectsas
10 theacceptability otmetestsentences. However, in general, theacceptable positions
for the particle seemed to dependon ue particle itself. For example, &nL2lU and
~ were found to be acceptable if the particlewas post-verbalor between NP's,
but not i f the panicle was sentencefinal; whereas~, wasacceptable between
NP's or sentence final, but not post-verbal. This patterning suggests that there is
continuumof acceptability along the linesproposed in this thesis.
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Browman (1986) conductedtwo experiments wilh adult LI Engl im speakers
10 test teeters w hich she hypolhes iztd 10 aff«t separation and cohesion of the verb
and particle in the verb-panicle construction. In Experiment I. Browmantested 64
college students in cali fornia. Taking severalfactors weh as animate V5. inanimate
direct object into account, a wriuen lest was designed to elicit sentences containing
lilt verb-particle combination. Resuhs of thisexperiment show that although most
subjects showed variability in their responses, a few subjects consistently separated
the verb and particle, while others consistently placed the particle next 10the verb.
The group as a whole showed a slight preference for not separating the verb and
particle.
A second experiment was designed to test other factors such as idiomatic vs.
adverbial usage , whichwere hypothesized to affect contiguity of the verband particle.
Results from this experiment showed that the factors which significantly favoured
contiguity were idiomatic usage, and vowel-initial particles.
Based on the results of these two experimen ts. Browmanconcludes that the
placement of a particle is not completely optional but is affected by semantic and
phonological factors. As Wt:1I. she concludes that individual subjectshave their own
personal preferences for separation or contiguity o f verbs and particles.
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3. J.3 Acquisitionof the Interaction of Dative and Verb-Particle Constructions
As far as can bedetermined, the only acquisition studies that have beendone
on the interaction o f the dat ive alternation and verb-part icle structures on subjects
whosefirst languageis Englishwascarriedout by Fischer (197 1, (976). However,
Fischer tests theeffects of stressedand nonstressed particles, and shealso contrasts
the effectsof unstressedpronounscomparedto lexical nouns. Thus. the goalsof her
experiments involve issues different to those pursued in this thesis.
3.2 English as a Second La nguage
3.2.1 Acquisitiono f Datives
Mazurkewich (l984b) attempted to demonstrate that evidence basedon the
acquisitionofdativestructures inEnglishbysecondlanguagelearnersprovidessupport
for a theory of markedness. In English, adativeNPcan appeareitherin a PP, which
is assumedto be unmarked. or as the first NP of a double object construction, which
is assumedto be mar ked. Mazurkewich hypothesized that the unmarkedversion of
the dative willbeacquiredbeforethe markedone. The datafor this study camefrom
previous research done by Mazurkewich (1984a) on native French and lnuktitut
speakers, whose averageage was 18.0 and17.0 years respectively. The subjects were
,.
classified into three levels of proficiency in English. TIoIo'O nauve English control
groups were used, Ihe second of which had an averag e age closer 10 thaI o f lhe
experimental groups.
Testing consisted of intuitive judgements of simple declarative sentences
containinga set of 12-dative verbs and a set of f2I. dative verbs. Tile sentences were
classified into four typeswhich includedalternating verbs in their double-objectam!
p~sitiona1 phrase forms, non-alternating verbs, and distracto r sentences.
Resultsshowedthat bothexperimentalgroupsacqu iredthe dativeprepositional
phrase complements INP PPJ before double·NP complements [NP NPI' . As well,
Mazurkewich fou nd thai French and Inuit speakers acquire the English dative
alternation in the same wa y as first language learners o f Eng lish do. However , as
mentioned above, the Gropenet al. (1989)study indicates that both structuresappear
in the speech of very young children.
Le Compagnon (1984) lookedat the acquisition of English dative verbs by
native French speakers. She presented data based on two case studies and an
experiment. In each of the case studiesshe examined the spontaneousspeech of an
1I French speaker learning Englishas a second language. The first study lasted
approximately 4 months, and the second, approximately 2. In the experiment, she
administered two grammaticality judgement taskscontaininglQ: and fQr. dative verbs
to four adult subjects whose first language was French. The first test contained full
NP indirectobjects and the second. pronominal indirect objects. Based on herfindings
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from the sltxlies. le Compagoon concluded that the acquisitionof datives by second
langu...ge learners closely follows tha t of LI learners but thai LI interference plays a
role in the: acquisition of a second language. Furthermore, she concludes thai L1
French learners of English as a secondlanguage use different strategies in acquiring
full NJ' indirect objecls and pronominal indirect objectsas a result of interference from
French.
There arc clear problems with this study. In the first case study, Le
Cornpagnonslatesthaterrors such as:
(11) "You explained me the rule many limes
are a result of Ihe LI French learner taking the double-objec:t form of thedative to
be the unmarked form. She attributes this error [0 interference from French
cliticization. In the Mazurkewi<:h and While (1984) $Iudy, only lexical dative nouns
wereused. Theassumption that Le Compa-goonseems tubemaking is thatpronouns
and nouns behave in a similar manner, but she presents no evidence to indicate thai
this is the case. One other problem with Le Compagnon's research is that the
experimental stud~· does nol contain production data.
White ( 198Th) tested the hypothesis that lhe second language learner's prior
Hngulsttccxperience maypredispose himor her towardstransferring marked structures
from the first language to the second. The developmental hypothesis (Mazurk.ewich,
1984, 1985) of markedness assumes that the learner Starts out with the unmarked
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hypothesis. and will acquire unmarked forms as a necessary development", stage
befo re the acquis ition of marked forms. While supports the transfer hypo thesis which
assumes that the learner's L1 plays a role ln the acquisitionof a second language in
that the L2 learner may transfer marked forms from the LI to the intcrfanguage .
White proposes thata situation in which the LI marksa structure but the L2 does not
would reveal thecorrect hypothesis. She claimsthat inthe developmental view, such
a situation provides no occasion for the cccurrcnce .... f marked forms in the
interlanguag e. The [earner 's initial hypot hesis will be that unmarked is requi red, and
this will remain thehypothesis because the L2in questiondoes not exemplify marked
forms. If marked forms show up in the interlanguage, this would support the transfer
view, because nothing in the L2 evidence could have motivated these forms, whereas
the LI does contain them.
In two studies, While tested learners of French as a second language (FSL)
using grammaticality judgement tasks on the double object construction. which is
gran-metical in English but ungrammatical in French.
In the first study, she tested 27 adult subjects. Approximately one half of the
subjects were English speakers and the other half came from a variety of different
language backgrounds whichdo not have the double-object construction as part of their
grammar. The test included five u"~rammatical double-object sentences, and three
grammatical dative sentences containing the [NP PPJ complement.
Results from the judgements involving ungrammatical double -object sentences
sugges t that both experimental gro ups have difficulty in recognizing the
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ungramrnaticaJity of these sentences. While suggested that this goes against the
developmental hypothesis because in that view. L2 learners still have access to the
unmarked case and revert to it. Therefore, they ought to reject the marked double-
objectconstruction.Theresponsesto thegrammaticalsentencesshowthat bothgroups
aTC accurate, and that the differencesbetweenthe two groupsis not significant.
The secondexperimentinvolved childFSL learnersfromgrades5 and 6 whose
LI was Englishas well as a control group of nativeFrench speakers. At eachgrade
level, there were threeexperimental groups,eachhaving varyingdegreesof immersion
in French. Theexperimental subjects took the tests in both French and English10see
whether they treated the marked structures differently from the unmarked structures
In the L1. While predictedthat if marked structures that have been transferred are
easily eradicated from the interlanguage, then the group with the most exposure to
French shouldshow the least tendency to transfer marked structures. Moreover, the
group with the leastexposureto French should showthe greatest tendency to transfer
marked structures. Two grammaticalityjudgement tasks were used: a listening
comprehensiontask anda grammatlcalityjudgement task whichhad a multiple-choice
format. The results from both tasks showed that all FSL groups accepted double-
object sentences significantlymore than thecontrol group did. White sees this as a
confirmation of the results from the adultsand concludes that this transfer is nOI jus t
found at the lowest levels.
Resultsalso showedthatgiven sentencepairs that Involveidentical vocabulary I
whereone sentence of thepair is the unmarked version and liteother the marked, the
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predominant responseis tojudge the sentences to be the same; the next most frequent
response was 10 prefer the marked version; and the least favoured response was the
unmarked version. While concludes that although the double object construction is
formally marked, it is not perceived as psycbclinguisticatly marked in the Ll .
There are some problems with this study. In the first experiment with the
adults, White does not use a control group to compare the experimental subjects'
results with , As well, she divides the subjects into two groups: native English
speakers and subjectsof other language backgrounds which do not have the double-
objectconstructionas part of theirgrammar. If transfer werean issue. then we would
expect the two experimental groups 10judge the sentences differently based on their
language backgrounds. Instead, they both have problems with the ungrammatical
Fre nch sentences.
As well, in the second experiment Involving child FSL learners, White bases
her conclusions about the double object construction on 3 sentences from each of the
2 tasks. In fact, White states (p. 272) that these sentences were used as dtsrractors
for other test nerr,s. Her results cannot beconclusive because the data are too limih..'(1.
Hawkins (1987) looked at the second language acquisition of the English dative
alternation by Ll French speakers ranging in age from 19 to 24 years. He used 2
elicitation tasks: a grammaticality judgement task, in which subjccts judged 36 dative
verbs in English sentences, and a sentence construction task, which tested the subjects'
knowledge of 42 dative verbs, some of which appeared in the gra mmaticality
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judgement task. Results form both Il'S(S suggested that there is a developmental
sequence in the acquisitionof the dative alternation: subjects first acquire the [NP
PPJ complement and then the[NP NPJ complement.
3.2.2 Acquisition of Verb-Particle StructuresandStructuresInvolvingtheInteraction
of the Dative Alternation and Verb-Panicle Combinations.
To my knowledge, there have been no studies carried out on the second
languageacquisitionof verb-paniclestructures, As well, aside from an unpublished
pilot studycarriedout by thisresearcher(Sheppard,1989)and discussedbelow, there
havebeen no secondlanguagestudiesof the interaction of the dative alternationand
verb-particle structures. In that study, 20 first year university students for whom
English wasa secondlanguage weretested. Theycamefrom 8 languagebackgrounds
and their average age was 23.5 years. As well, a control group of 25 first year
University native English speakers was included in the experiment. The language
backgroundsof theESL groupwerediverse: French, Cantonese, Mandarin, Arabic,
Bengali, Amharic, Malaysian,and Ukrainian. Testingconsistedof an acceptability
judgement task whichtestedlearners' judgementsof grammaticaland ungrammatical
English sentences. Each subjectwas given a type-writtencopy of the lest sentences
along with instructionsand a three-pointjudgementscale for each sentence. In all,
there were44 sentencestestedincludingotsrractors. Six verb-particlestructures were
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used: oo..Qm,~,~,~,~and~. Thcins trucrions
as well as the test sente nces which were randomize d were also recorded on a casse tte
tape and played to the subjects. The sentences were uncove red as they were being
read on the tape and the subjects were given approximately 4 seconds between c;II;1I
sentence 10 make their judgements. Each sentence was judged as either acceptable.
unacceptable or questionable. Each of the lest sentences contained a l.Q- dative verb
which optionallyallows the alternation, and a verb-particle combination.
The test sentence s involved the inte raction of the dative alternat ion an d the
verb-particle construction and were broken down into 7 types depending on the
position of the particle in the sentence as we ll as the form of the dativ e complement.
Type I sentences:
(12) Susan sent off Mark an invitation
contained the marked doub le-object dative and the unmarked contiguo us verb-particle
construc tion. Type 2 sentences:
(13) Susan sent Mark off an invitation
contained both marked structures. double-object dative and noncontiguous verb +
particle. Type 3 sentences:
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( 14) Susan sen! Mark an mvnauon off
contained the double-objectdative and a sentence-finalparticle. Type 4 sentences:
(15) Susan sent orran invitltion 10 Mark
contained the unmarked verb-particle construction and the unmarked prepositional
dative. Type 5 sentences:
( 16) Susan sent an invitation 10 Mark off
contained the prepositional dative and a sentence-final particle. Type 6 sentences
contained the prepositional dative and Utenoncontiguousverb-particle construction:
(17) Susan 5Cn1 an invitation off to Mark
Finally, type 7 sentences were distractors which contained nondativc verb-particle
constructions which do not undergo particle movement:
(18) Susan walked up the street
(19) "Susan walked the street up
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The results showed that in general, subjects from all language backgrounds
prefe rred the unmarked form of the dative [NP PPJ over the marked form {NP NPI .
As well. the second languagesubjects preferred theunmarked formoft he verb-particle
combination IV·PrtJas opposedto the marked form; anyother positionof the particle
in the sentence. In general. the experimental groups showed a continuum of
acceptability from most unmarked type 4 sentences (V Prt NP PP)IO more marked
type 6 sentences {V NP Prt PPJ, then type 1 sentences [V Prt NP NPI. type 3
sentences [V NP NP Prt], type 2 sentences [V NP Prt NPl and finally the most
marked type 5 sentences (V NP PP Prt ] .
The conclusion was that there is a developmental seque nce in the acquisition
of these constructions with the unmarked structures being acquired first and the marked
ones later .
3.3 S!lJnJIliI4
With the exception of the problematic research presented by White (1987a, h)
and Le Compag non (1984), the first and second acquisit ionstudiesof English reviewed
in this chapter all lead to the same general concl usion: the prepositional phrase
complement of the dative alternation is easier to learn. and is teamed before the
double-object complement. Given that the [NP PPj complement is unmarked . and
the [N P NPJcomplement is marked, this supports the markedness claim that unmarked
structu res will be acquired before marked ones.
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First languagestudiesof the dativealternation by Fischer(1976. 1971) and
Cook (1976) showthatthe unmarked prepositionaldative form of thedativealternation
isacquiredearlier thanthe markedooubre-objecr formor tiledative. Fischerreported
that her very youngsubjectsshoweda preference for the PP version over thedouble-
object version and that the double-object version is learned much later and is much
moredifficult to processthanthe prepositionaldative. Cook reported thathissubjects
whowerealsochildren mademany mistakes whenactingout sentencescontaining the
double-object dative and veryfew with those containingthe prepositional dative. He
also reponed greater accuracywith agefor Ihe double-objectconstruction but not for
theprepositionaldative suggesting thatIhedouble-object construction is learnedmuch
later.
Gropen er al. (1989)reported that their subjects used bothcative structures at
a very early age. However,t he researchon older U childrenandadultsclearly show
an unmarked/marked acquisition sequencefor the dativealternation. There havebeen
no proposals put forth in the literature to account for these contradictory findings.
With respect to theGropenet al. study, it couldbe the case that the first instances of
dative structures were repetitions of unanalyzed sentences and that their status in the
grammar will changeonce theadult grammar is projected. Thisis a well known issue
on LI research and emphasizes the kinds of difficulties that are encountered in
experimentsthai involve youngchildren. Recall, for example, the Fischer(1976) LI
studyof dative acquisition,discussedin Section 3. 1. 1. wherea recency effect found
ill youngchildren wasshownto beovercomein older children. However, insofaras
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second language acquisition is concerned, the sequence of emergence is dearly
unmarked [NP PPJ before marked (NP NPJ. Mazurkewich (1984) reported that
Frenchand Inuktiun speakersacquiredthe prepositionaldative before Ihedooblc-OOjl.'Cl
dative. Hawkins (I987) found thal adult native French speakersacquired the [NI) PPI
dative before the [NP NPJ dative. suggesting a developmental sequence in the
acquisitionof the dative alternation.
In first language studies the acquisition sequence of the verb-particle
construction is inconclu sive. Fischer (1976) tested children's acquisi tion of the verh-
particle construction between the agesof 3;6 and 5 yc.us and found thai contiguous
verb-particle structures and noncontiguous verb-panicle structures were equally
grammatical for these subjects. However I it may well be Iha! these children have
already fully acquired both forms of the verb-panicle construction. T~ing needs 10
becarried out on youngerchildren inorder10 makeclear acquisitional claims. Cliftoo
(1977) tested the acquisitionalstatusof theverb-panicle construction on adult speakers
of English. He tested sentences which included a contiguous verb-particle
construction. a panicle between t'NO NP's of a double-objcct construction and a
sentence final particle. Allhough Cliftonnotes that there: was considerable variability
between subjects as to the acceptability of the test sentences. he suggests that there
is a continuum of acceptability which depends on the position of the particle in the
sentence. Browman(1986) tested adult native English speakers' acquisition of the
verb-particle construction. She reponed that the group as a whole showed a slight
preference for a contiguous verb-particleconstruction.
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Sheppard ( 1989)testedthe acquisitional status of the interaction of the verb-
particleconstructionand thedativealternationon secondlanguagelearners ofEnglish.
The L2 subjects represented eight language backgro unds and four majo r language
families. The subjects were not grouped acco rding to the level of their proficiency
in English. Based on the resultsof an acceptabilityjudgement task, Sheppard reported
that SUbjects from all languagebackgrounds preferred the prepositional dative over
the double-object dative, and the contiguous verb-particle construc tion over the non-
contiguousone. The results alsoindicated that in sentencesinvolving the interaction
of both constructions, subjec ts showed a continuum of acceptab ility from the least
marked [V Prt NP PPJ sentences to the most marked [V NP PP Prtl sentences .
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f OQThOT £S
1. Kellerman (1985) points OUI a number of weaknesses in Ih~ study by
Mazurk ewich ; however , seethe reply 10 Kellerman by Mazurkcw ich (1985).
( HAYl ER 4
Description or Micmac
Micmac is an eastern Algonquian languagewhich is spoken in Quebec, New
Brunswick, Nova Scotiaand Prince EdwardIsland. Thereare native Micmacs living
in Newfoundland, but for all practical purposes, the language has died out in lhis
province (Inglis, 1986).
4.1 DaliveSIOlcmres
sentences in Micmac have relatively free word oreler, and the grammatical
relationsare indicated by inflectional endings. For example, the sentence:
(1) John gives the book to Mary.
could be translated in a number of ways:
Iknmuajl Sa'n Malia!(2)
give John Mary
wi 'katikn
book
b. Sa'n iknmuajl
John give
Malia.!
Mary
wi'katikn
boo k
00
Sa'n iknmuaj l wi'katikn Ma.lial
John give book Mary
d. Malial Sa'n wi 'ka tikn iknmuajl
Mary John book give
The verb iknmUiljl is a two-goal verbin thai it has twocomp lemeus : wi'/wfikn and
Mafia!. In Micmac. the direct and indirect object are normally distinguished by
getKkr, the direct obj ect being inanimate and the indirectobject animate. As well,
when both subject and indir...:t object are third person. the indirect obj ect is marked
by the inflection -al, Thus in (2aod), where both the subject and indirect object are
animate, we know that Sa'n is the subject and Malial is the indirect object because
of its inflectionalending.
In theaboveexample, if theEnglishsentence had been:
(3) John gives Mary thebook
the Micmac translations would have beenCKaetly the same. Inother words. Micmac
does not permit a double-object structuresimilar to that found in English.
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4.2~
In English, particles are free morphemes, which by definition are not
morphologicallybound by any other lexical item in a sentence.
Micmac. on the other hand, hasboundpreverbswhichareattached to the verb.
Por example:
(4) apaji-
Iknrnuajl
apaji-iknmuajl
're turn'
'g ive'
'give back'
Micmac proverbs {tinction in the same way as English particles do in that they alter
the meaning of the verb in some way. The verb iknm.uall means 's/he gives him/her
ir . whereas when the preverb iW.iili- has been added. it means 's/he gives him/hcr it
hack'. The meaning of the verb is enhanced by the preverb.
The same story holds for English particles. The verb m has a subtle
difference in meaning from the verb + particlecombination!l:!!2!Llm. Likewise. the
verb m is somewhat different in meaningfrom the combinat ions~, or~
cu.
AlthoughMicmacpreverbs function in much the samewayas English particles,
they do not undergo movement since preverbs are bound morphemes and cannot be
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separated from the verb. In English. because particle...arc free morphemes, lhl.':y an:
able to move more freely in (he sentence. If one were In translate the S(:T1ICnCI,.' :
(S) John gave back the book to Roben
the following would be possible:
(6) Sa ' n apaji-iknmuap wi'katikn Robertal.
John back give book Roben
b. Sa'n apaji-iknmuap Robertal wi'katikn.
Jo hn back give Robert book
Sa' n Robenal apaji-iknmuap wj'katikn.
John Robert back give book
However, as mentioned above, separa ting the preverb from the verb is not possible
in Micmac because it is ungrammatical.
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4.3 SJunmm
Thisdiscussionhasdemonstrated thedifferencesbetween the syntax of English
and Micmac. Micmac has free wordorder and is highly inflected. English. on the
other hand has SVO .....ord order and has very lillie inflection. In Micmac. case is
indicated by inflectional morphologyand the animacy of each NP. Abstract Case is
directly assignedin Englishto each NP in a sentence by an adjacent Case assigning
clement. Micmac has preverbs which function in the same way as English particles
do. However, Micmac preverbs are bound thus cannot undergo movement, whereas
English particles can beseparated from the verb. Thesedifferencesdemonstrate that
Micmac and English arc structurally different languages. Thus. any influence thai
CI'..uld be an ributed 10 lran ~ie r'.=nce. for example. does !l0l ste m 10 be at issue.
However. in order 10 rule out influence form the mother longue, the facts of eire
grammar and markedness in Micmacwould have to be established, and developmental
studies of Micmacas a first language would have to be carried OUI. This is, however,
beyond the scope of Ihis study.
CIIAPTE R ~
E"periml'nfal Slud y
5 . 1 ~
This experiment focuses on the acquisition of the English dative alternation,
verb-particle forms, and their interactionby Micmac speakers livingin whycocoumg h,
a reservationin Cape Breton. Nova Scotia. Whycocomagh lsa townof approximately
538 peopleof which SO'll.are native Micmacspeakers and 20% are native English
speakers. Although Micmac is the language spoken in the horne, the only formal
expo su re ic Micmac tha t these children have is in grade 6, whe re they are taug ht one
course on the Micmaclanguage. I Although they are educated in Eng l i ~ h, English is
a second language for these students.
5.2 Sl!b=
Three groupsof native Micmacspeakerswere tested whose ages ranged from
12-19 years. Students in two of the groups were enroled in grades 7 ami 9 at thc
Whyeocomagh Federal School which is situatedon the Whycocomagh reservation.
The third group is made up of grade II studentswho attend the Strait Area Education
6'
Rec reational C01lTe in Port Hawkesbury , Nova SCotia, which is approxi mately 45
kilo metres (rom wtaycooomagh. All of the subjects for this study live on ue
Whycocomagh reservation. the grade I I group being bussed each day 10 Pen
Hawkesbury. There is a lotal of 23 expe rimental wbjects, I I male and 12 female:
6 subjects in grade 7, 8 subjects in grade 9. and 9 subjects in grade II. All 23
subjects participated in the acceptability judgement t.ask and only 22 participa ted in
the sentence completion task as one of the subjects wasabsent on the second day of
testing.
Acontrolgmupconsisling0£20 LI English speakersparticipated in this study.
These subjects were enrolee in grade 7 at MacDonald Drive Junior High School in
St. John's. Newfoundland.
~ .J Hcjl31jnn Pmm1uIf:\.l!xd
All subjects we re gh 'cn a CIoze lest followed by two tasks: an accep tability
jud~emenl task. and a sentence completion w k.
5.}.1 Cloze Test
The Cloze lcst ~ was administered first. It wasused 10classify the subjects into
three levelsof proficiencyin English. The lestconsistedof a passagefrom an English
(~X I which hadcertainwords removed; however , the firsl and last sentenceswere left
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comp lete . Incl uded in the Ctoze passage were 15 deletions of three types : 'r cc bc stve.
6 syntactic. and 1 vocabulary items. The se rational de letions have be n shown 10 have
comparable reliability and validity to the fixed-ration Clole procedure (Bachm an.
1985) .
The subj ects were instructed 10 read through the passage first and then In fill
in the blanks with English words which the y considered to be acceptab le in the giv.:n
context. They had 10 minutes to complete the Ctcze lest.
T hree levels of proficiency were defi ned acco rding 10 the subjects' scores nUl
of IS: level I corresponds to a Clozc sco re of less than or equal 10 8/ 15; level 1, il
score grea ter than 8 and less than 12/ 15. and level j . a score greate r than o r ctlual
[012/15 .
Table I shows the resulls of the Cloze test :
Iilh.k.l : Classification of Subjects by C toze Score
li
Exp-M: l
EJlp-M:2
Exp-M:3
Conl-E: I
Cont-E: 2
Cont-E:3
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The fac t that there wasvariation in thecontrol group seemsodd. One would expect
most of the studen ts at this age to be classified as level 3 in the Cloze. However , for
thethree students who were classifiedaslevel I , the scoreswere 8115, 7/ 15and 8/ 15.
Thus, these studentsareborderline level2. For thelevel 2students, the average score
was 10.3. This variationin thecontrolgroup maybe dueto lackof motivation on
the part of SOI ~e of the students to complete the lest to the best of their ability.
5..1.2 Acceptability Judgement Task
The AcceptabilityJudgement Test (see Appendix B) was administered on the
sameday asibe Cloze test. Each subjectwas givena type-written copy of 87En glish
sentences along with instructionsand a fhree-pointjudgement scalefor each sentence.
The instructions as well as the test sentences were recorded on a cassette tape and
played 10 thesubjects. Their task was touncover each of the sentences as they heard
it being readon the tape. Then using a scale on the righthand sideof the page, their
task was 10put a check mark closest to the A (acceptable) if thesentencesounded
okay. If the sentencedid not sound okay, they were instructed tomake a check mark
closest to the~ (not acceptable). lf they wereunsureabout a sentence, they were
instructed to make a check mark in the middle of the judgement scale. Exa mple
sentences notcontainingthe target structures werepresented to ensure that the SUbjects
understood the instructions before testingbegan.
( I) Susan
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In o rder to ensure tha t subjec ts did not have time 10recon sider their respo nses
once a judgement was made. they were allow ed only a lime Irucrval (l( " Sl." Onw.
between each sentence to maketheir decision.
5 .3 .3 Sentence Completion Task
The sente nce completion task (seeAppend ix C) wasadm inistered 1 days a fu..'T
the Oo ze lest and the Acc eptability Judgemen t wk . Each subje'(1 was Civat a type -
w ritten copy of 37 incom plete Eng lish sentences. Their task was to c omplete each
of these n tences us ing word s provided in the ri g hl hand margin . These words Inc luded
verbs. a n imate and inanima te NP's , and part icles. T he dative verbs and verb-pa rticle
structure s for the sentence completion tas k were the same ones used in the
ACCCJMability Jud gement T ask. The subjects were pe rmiued to add other words, but
were instructed to ensure that all of the words in the right margin were USI.'tI.
For example. the acceptab ility or the verb-pa nicle construct io n was te s ted using lhc
following sentence comple tion task :
sandwiches
brough t
out
(2 ) Susan
(3)SuSj!n
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The acceptab ility of the da tive alternation was tested using tne folloWing sentence
completion task:
brough t
M"Y
sandwiches
T he acceptab ility of the interaction of verb- particle constructions and the dative
a lternation was tested using tile follo wing sentence co mpletio n task:
0",
Mary
sandwiches
broug ht
As was the case with theAcceptability Judgement Task, distractor sentenc es were used
in theSentenceCompletion task. The orderof thewords ineach task was random ized
as were the varioussentence types and the dtstractorsentences. Also. the suojecu
were given a practice sentence at the beginningof the Sentence Completion Task
whichdid not contain the targetstructuresto ensure they understoodthe instructions
before test ing began .
Th ere wasno time limit forthis task, however. mostsubjects finishedit within
.'\0 minutes.
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SA Tnt Sen lerqs a nd lheir Classifica tion
The sen rercesof the acceptabilifYj udgement IaSl;and thesentenceco mpletion
task are classified intorhirteeetypes. The lestsentences(Types ' ·10) contain lQ-wtivc
verbs w hichop tionally pe rmit the dativealte rnation. Thedat ive verbs thai were 1l~1l"t1
are !2ill. ~. hansI.. h..d.n:.. Kllil..and Kll. Th e same dative verbs are U!\l.'ll in
scntencesconla iningverb-p.lrticlecombinations:~.~.lliI.nll.mu ,!ill.!:u:.
QlJ1.~. and srlLmf.
The following is a detailed descriptionof each sentence type including the
syntactic structure and oneexampleof each.
~; contains a dative verb + pan icle co nstruction in wh ich the particle i s
contiguous to the verb: [V·Prt-NPJ:
(4) lohn gave back the book
~: conul ns a dauve verb + panicle co nstruction in which the pan icle i s
nOI con tiguous to the verb; IV·NP· Prtl:
(5) John gave the book back
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~: contains a d ative prepositional comple ment: [V-NP-PPJ:
(6) lobn gave the book to Mary
~: co nta ins a d ouble-object co nstruction; [V-NP-NP J;
(7) John ga ve Mary the book
I.xn!:.J: co nta insa dative ve rb-particle and a dative prepo sitional complement;
the particle is contiguous to the verb; [V-Prt-N P-PP):
(8) John gaveback thebook to Mary
~: con tainsa dative verb-particleand a da tive prepositionalcomplement:
the panicle appears between the object NP and the dative PP;
(V-NP·Prt ·PP) :
(9) John ga ve the book back to Mary
~: co ntains a dat ive ve rb-particle and a d o uble-o bject co nstruction; the
part icle is contiguous 10 the verb: IV- Prt -NP·NP):
i :
(10) John gaveback Mary tbc book
~: co ntains a dative verb-panicle and a double-object construction: the
par t icle appears between the two NP's : IV-NP-Prt-NI)! :
( II ) John gave Mary back the book
~: co ntains a dative vern-panicle and a double- object construction: the
pa rticle follow s the double objects: IV -NI'· NP ·Pr t]:
(12 ) John gave Mary the book back
~: co ntains a dat ive verb-pa rticle and a d ative prepo sitional phrase; the
pa rticle follo ws the object NP and da tive PI' ; IV· NP-P P-I'rt) :
( 13) John gave the book to Mary back
~: contains non-alternating dative verbs. Type 1101 sentences have the
structure (V -NP·PP] as in ( 14), and type li b sentences have the
structure * [V- NP-NP). as in ( 15):
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(/ 4) Joh n explainedthe answerto Mary
(15) John explained Ma ry theans wer
~: contains non-dativeverb-particle constructions which mayor maynot
allow movement or the particle. Type12a and b verbsdo not permit
moveme nt; they have the for ms [V-Prt- NP] and · [V-NP-Prt]
respectively as in:
(16) John pulled on the rope
(17) John pulled the rope on
Type 12c and d verbs permit movement of the particle and have the
forms {V-Prt-NPJ and [V·NP-Prt] respectively. as in:
(18) Joh n looked up the number
(19) John looked the number up
~: This category is made up of distracror sente nces whichdo not contain
dative structures or verb-particle combinati "I1S.
(20) Shirley neverdoes thedishes
As indicat edabove. type JI sentencescontai n dative verbs whichdo no t p'..rmi t
the da tive al ternation . Th ree non-alternating verbs were te sted:~.~.
=m<IllI.
Type 12 sentences conta in verb + particle construc tions wh ich fall into two
categories: th ose whic h do not undergo panicle movement and tho se which do . For
types 12aand b which do not pe rmit panic le movement. th ree exemplars wer e tested :
~, 12Y1l...2n, and ilimJLin· For types 12c and d which do permit particle
movement, th ree exemplars we re tested: !QQk...w2. \.Cl...QD. and kkkin.
There are ten type 13. dtsrractor sentences which do not contain the rargcr
struc tures being tested in this study.
5.5 Theoretical PW jer jDns
With reference to the classification o f sentence types described above.
predic tions abo ut their acquisition canbe made based on ma rkednes s andCase thc:ory.
II is predicted first or al l Ihat unmarked type I {V·Prt· N PJ sente nces will be more
acceptable and willbe p roduced morethan marked type 2 [V· NP-Prt J sentences. This
follo ws from the assumption that the v -Prt is a lexical unit that is learned as such ,
whe reas [V-N P-PrtJ is derived by a movement ru le. Secondly. i t is predicted that
unmarked type 3 (V-N P·PPj sentences willbemo re acceptable and will be produced
more in the sentence comp letio n task. than marked type 4 (V · NP· NPI sentences. Thie
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follows from Cast lhcory whereby Cast aiSignmem for the unmarked [N P PPJ form
of the dative renew s directly from the theory whereasthai for the marked form [NP
NPJ presents a problem concerningCase assignmentof the second NP.
For those sentencestypes5· 10involvingthe interaction of thedative alternation
and lhe verb-parucleconsrrccuon. the prediction is that meleast marked typeS [V·Pn·
NJ>-PPj sentences will be the most acceptable and will be produced more by the
\uhj l.'c ls than type 6 [V. NP. Prt-PP J sentences which in tum arc more accepta ble aod
produced mere than types 7 and 8. Similarly. type 7 [V·Prt-NP-NP] sentences are
predicted [0 be less acceptable and produced less than types 5 and 6 and more
acccptaoe andproducedmore than type 8. Likewise. themost marked types 9 and
10 IV·NP·N P+ .11. rV·NP·PP·PrtJ sentences which contain a sentence-final particle
will be the least acceptable and will be producedthe least in the sentence completion
100sk. The grammancal status of type 9 is questionable. and type 10 is dea rly
ungrammatical.
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r OOThOT ES
One of (he main reasons for the decline of Micmac in Ihis community is ,1\;11
mere are very few people qualified [0 leach a full curriculum in Micm;\{'.
See Appendix A.
CHAPTER 6
Resnus and Discussion
6 .1~
The following is a description of how the data are coded and analyzed for this
experiment. Based on the results o f the Cloze test, both the control and the
experimental subjects are divided into three groups according to the level of their
proficiency in English. The levels are labelledCont-E: I , Cont-E:2, Cont-E:3 (English
control, levels 1.2 and 3). Exp-M: I, Exp-M:2. and Exp· M:3 (Mic mac experim ental ,
levels 1,2 and 3).
6. 1. 1 Catego rization of Sentence Types for the Acceptabi lity Judgement Task
A. tota l of 88 sentences were used in the Acceptabili ty Judgeme nt Task"; 60
sentences contain the target structures showing various dative verb and verb-pan icle
co mbinations . To repeat, they include six verbs th<:t permit the ....ative alternation:
12ill.~. Kil ,~. .l2.!:inJ: and hAw1, and six verb-pan icle constructions:~,
~,~,~.~and hiD.d...mU. The testing el icited data -m both
forms of the dative alternations and the same verbs were used to elicit data on the
verb-panic le:movement, The testing also elicited data on three nonaltemati ng dative
verbs:~.~and~: bothg rammaticalan d nongrammatical forms
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were tested. Datawerealsoelicitedon six nondative verb-particle connrucuons. three
of which do not permit particle movement :~. llli.!.!...Qn and .i.ll..llm...iu. and three
of whichdo permit particle movement: !QQ.Um, 1J).QOand lliln. All twelve types.
both grammatical and ungrammatical were tested. As well, there were [0 distructor
sentences included in the testing. As described in section 5.4, the test sentences arc
categorized as type lIY·Prt ·NP] . type 2 [V-NP· Prtj, lype J IV-NP-PI~ I. type 41V -
NP-NPJ , type 5 [V·Prt -NP·PP J, type 6 [V-NP-PTt-PPJ. type 7 [V·Pr l-NI' ·N Pl, type
8 rV-NP · prt· NPj, type 9 [V-NP-NP-Prt l, and type to [V-NP -PP ·P rt j.
Three nonalternatingdative verbs categorizedas type II arc tested, three of
which are gram matical [V·NP·PP] (type 11a), and three of which arc ungraunnnucnt
*[V-NP·NPJ (type l Ib).
Six non-dative verb-part icle combinations are used ill the acceptability
judgement task: ~, Ill!.1l.2n. im!mJn, k!2.!i...!u2, l.r;L..QD. , <lnd!ii£li..ln. The first
three do not undergo particle movement and are categorized :IS either 12a whose
structure is (V·P rt·NP ] or 12b whose structure is *[V-NP·l'rll The other three
comb inations optionally permit particle movement and arc categorized as ei ther type
12c whose structure is (V-Prt-NPI and type 12d whose structure is [V-NP-Prtl .2 There
is a total of twelve type 12 sentences tested.
IIIthe acceptabilityjudgement task. each sentence isj udgcd as being acceptable ,
unacceptable, or questionable. Sentences judged acceptable are assigned a value 01
3: thosej udged unacceptable are given a value of I , and sentences jud ged questionable
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arc assigned a value of 2. Where: more than one or no j udgement is made. lhe
sentence is assigneda value of O.
6.1.2 Categorization of seuenceTypes for Sentence Completion Task
Twenty two experimental subjects and nineteen control subjects participated
in the sentence complet ion task; one student from each gro up was absent when this
lest was administered. A total of 37 sentences arc used in the sentence completion
rask-: 18 test the dative alternation ....~ verb -particle combinations, 3 test
nonaltemaling dative verbs. 6 lest non-dative verb-panicle combinations and 10 are
distractors. The same dative verb-particle combinations arc tested in the sentence
completiontask as in the acceptability judgement task, namely:~,~,
K!.l..sill. K!l!Lclf,~ and hiru1.ml1. Similarly, the same nonalternating dative
verbs~. u:mm..m.cmI and~ as well as the non-dative verb-panicle
combinations~. 12.II1l...2o. i..u..!mtin. !QQk.....lm.~ and kkkJn used in the
acceptability j udgement wk are also used in the sentence completion task.
The results for the sentence completion task arecategorized according to the
sentence type produced given the lexical items provided in each test sentence.
Sentences 10. 13. 14. IS. 32 and 37 of the SentenceCompletion Task were designed
to elicit either type I [V·Prt -NPl or type 2 [V·NP-Prt j sentences; sentences 3. 6. 21.
JO. 34 and 35 were designed to elicit either type 3 [V·Np ·PPj or type 4 [V-NP-NPJ
sentences: and sentences 7. 8. I I. 18. 24 and 28 were designed to elicit type 5-10
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sentences. Sente nces 2. 12 and 36 were designed [0 e1icil lypo: II sentences; sentences
5.9. 17.22,26 and 33 were designed 10elicitt ype I:! sen tences and finally Sl"l1 ll"Ol.·L~
1,4, 16. 19. 20. 23. :!5. 27, 29 andJ! were designed as distracior sen tences.
6.2 ~
6.2. 1 Accep tabil ity Judgement Tas k
Table :2 shows the percentage and Irequeecy (in nrackcts) of acceptable
responses (or the control groupcompared rc the experimental STOUp as a whllic. Only
the figures for the acceptable and unacceptable rcspon5CSarc provided: qucstionahlc
responses. which are few in number. and (he results of the disrractcr sentences arc nal
included in this Table.
<he-rail ranking of (he percentage of acceptability for the contro l and the
experimental groups of sentence types 1-10 gives the following seq uence from m(l~1
acce pta ble ( I) to least acceptable (10 ):
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Table 2 : PERCENTAGE AND ( FREQUENCY ) OF ACCEPTAB L E RES PONSE S FOR
TH E CONTR OL GROUP VB . THE EXPER IMENTAL GROUP
Gro u p : Control Expel" i mental
Respon s e : No t Ac e . Ace . Not Ac e . Ace .
~
T yp e 1 1 7 . 5 (2 1) 75 .0 (90) 16 .7 ( 2 3 ) 76. 8 ( 106)
Type 2 29 .2 (35) 60 .0 (72) 29 .7 ( 4 1) 60. 1 (83)
Type J 2.5 ( J ) 95 .8 ( 115) 4 . J (6 ) 92.8 ( 128)
Ty pe 4 5 .8 (7) 86 .7 ( 10 4) 11. 6 ( 16) 85 . S (118)
Type 5 19 . 2 (23 ) 6 4 .2 (77 ) 10 . 9 ( 15 ) 77. 5 ( 107 )
Ty pe 6 15 . 8 ( 1 9) 73 .3 (88) 20.3 (2 8) 65 .9 ( 9 1)
Type 7 74 .2 ( 8 9 ) 11. 7 ( 14 ) 63 .0 (87) 25. 4 (35)
Ty p e 8 55. 0 (6 6) 30.0 (3 6) 61. 6 ( 85 ) 31.9 ( 4 4)
Ty pe 9 BO.8 ( 9 7 ) 1 3 . 3 ( 16 ) 95 . 5 ( 118) 8 . 7 (12)
Type 1 0 9 1.7 ( 1 1.0) 2 . 5 (3) 9 8 .6 ( 136) 0.7 ( I )
'ty pe 11a 6 . 7 ( 4) 9 0.0 (54 ) 5. 8 ( 4) 87.0 ( 60)
b 73 .3 (44) 15 . 0 (9) 3 0 . 4 (2 1) 59. 4 ( 4 1 )
Ty p e 1 2a J . J (2) 95.0 ( 5 7 ) 5 .8 (4 ) 88. 4 (61)
b 96 . 7 ( 58) J.J (2) !l5 .7 ( 6 6) 2 .9 (2 )
c 11. 7 (7) 8l. 7 ( 4 9 ) 13 . 0 (9 ) 78 .3 ( 5 4)
d 36. 7 (2 2 ) 41. 7 (25) 33.3 (23) 55 . 1 (3 8)
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CJln1.olI ~
1 'ypc:J l yre .'
2 type -I type '"
J type 1 l)'flll' :-i
4 type 6 type I
, type 5 type tl
6 lype2 type :!
7 type 8 type N
8 type 9 type 7
9 type 7 type q
10 type 10 type 10
Looking at the rankings for both groups. one can SC,.'(mat there arc some similarities.
Both groupsjudge type 3. dative sentences:
(5) John gavethe book 10Mary
whose structure is (V-NP-PPllo be the mosr acceptable. The second musl arce ptahlc
sentence type is type 4:
(6) John gave Mary the book
which cceta'ns the doubie-objec i version urlhe dative alternation. Type I sentences.
which contain the contiguous [V·PrtI structure:
(7 ) John gave back the book
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arc judged 3rd most acceptable by the control group and fourth most acceptable by
the experimental group. Type 2 sentences, which contain the noncontiguous verb-
particle structure:
(8) John gave the book back
a TC rankedsixth by both groups. For sentences whic h involve the interaction of the
dative constru ct ion and the verb-particle combination , the control group judge type
6 sentences:
(9) John gave the book back 10 Mary
10be preferable to type 5 sentences, which were ranked fifth:
(10) John gave back the book to Mary
The second languagegroup, ontheotherhand. showedapreferencefor type5. which
was ranked third, compared to type 6 which was ranked sixth. Both the control and
the experimental group showedthe sameranking, seventh, fOT sentence type8:
(II) John gaveMary backthebook
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compared to type 7 which wasrankedninth by the control !!T'Ol.IPand cij:.hlh by II1\.'
experimental group:
(12) John gave back Mary the book
Type 9 sentences were ranked eight by the control group and ninth by the second
language group:
( 131 10ho gave Mary the book back
and type 10 sentences were ranked lastby both groups:
( 14) John gave the book to Mary back
Ranking the percentage of unacceptabilily for both groups of sentence types
1-10. gives the followingsequencefrommost unacceptable II) to least unacceptable
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~ rmJlI2l ~
I type JO type 10
2 type9 type 9
3 type 7 type 7
4 typeS type 8
5 type2 type 2
6 typeS type 6
7 typel type I
8 type6 type 4
9 type4 type 5
10 type3 type 3
The rankings of unacceptabiliry are almost identical for both the control and Ihe
experimentalgroups. It should be notedthat the least preferred sentence types 9 and
10 contain a sentence final particle. andthe next two least preferred sentence types,
7 and 8 contain the marked double-object structure . The tsr. znd, 3rd and 4th
rankings are exactly the same, Again. marked type 2 sentences which contain a
noncontiguous verb-particle structure are judged to be more unacceptable than
unmarked type 1 sentences, where the particle is contiguous to the verb. The same
holds for types 3 and 4; type 4, which contains the double-object construction, is
marked. and for both thecontrol and experimentalgroups. is more unacceptablethan
type 3 sentences whichcontain the unmarked dative prepositional phrase. The main
difference between the groups is that the control group judges type 5 sentences
containing the contiguous verb-particle and unmarked dative prepositional phrase to
be 6th least unacceptable. compared to the experimentalgroup whojudge type 5 to
be9th least acceptable.
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The results o f the rankings for Table 2 support the m;\rkl'(lncss predictions
made in Section 5.5. The unmarked type I sentences (sec example 7) were jUdI:!L't!
acceptable by a greater number of subjects than the marked type 2 sentences (SCt'
example 8). Likewise. the unmarked type J (see example 5) sentences were judged
acceptable by more subjects than the marked type4 (sec example 6) scuunccs. 'I'll",
rankingsalsosupport markedness claimsabout sentencetypesInvolving theinteraction
of the dative alternation and the verb-particleconstruction. The experimental group
judged the most unmarked type5 (see example 10) sentences [0 be the mostacceptable
and the most ma rked type 10 sentences (see example 14) to be the least acceptable .
The control group, on the other hand. judged type 6 (see example 9) sentences to he
judged acceptable by more subjects than type 5. That is, the control group shows a
preference for particle movement when it is allowed as the same judgements obtain
for type 8 sentences compared to type 7. Levels 1 and 2 of the experimental group
similarly show a slightly higher preference for the noncontiguous forms for type 8 over
thecontiguous verb-particle with type 7; however, the preference is the samein group
J,
Table 2 reveals that the experimental and control groupsco rrectly judged type
lla sentencesas acceptable; 90% for the control group and 87% for the experimental
group. For the judgements of 11b sentences, the control group correctly judged them
unacceptable, 73.3% whereas the experimental group was unsure of the acceptability
of these ungrammatical sentences;30.4%judged them unacceptable and59.4% judged
them acceptable.
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T he judgements for type 12 sentences are as expected. Both groups
overwhelminglyjudgedgrammatical 12a sentences tobeacceptableand ungrammatical
12b sentences to be unacceptable. For types 12cand d which are both grammatical
in English, both groups showed a preference for 12c sentences which contain a
contiguous verb-particle construction.
Tables 3 and 4 show the frequency and percentage of acceptable responses
respectively of the control and experimental subjects who are groupedaccording to
their proficiency levels. Questionableresponsesand those which are assigned a value
of 0 (that is, where no response or more than one response is supplied) are included
in Tables 3 and 4. The columns represent the proficiency levels and the assigned
values for each responsein the task whereasthe rows represent sentence types.
Sentencetypes I and 2, which involve panicle movement and dative verbs,
arc found tobeacceptable by the majority of theexperimental subjects. For type I,
77% of the responsesfor the three experimentallevels are acceptable; that is, 37/48
for level I, 461f:IJ for level 2 and 23/30 for level3. The percentagedrops for type
2 sentences for (he experimental groupswith a lowerpercentage of acceptability for
the beginner group compared to the intermediateand mere advanced groups: 54%,
6J% and 6J% or 26/48.38/60 and 19/30 respectively. The results from each level
of the control group are similar: for type I sentencesthe percentageof acceptable
responsesis relatively high forall threelevels: 66%,74 % and 79% (12118,40154,
38/48). Thereis a slight drop in percentagefor the type 2 sentencesfor levels 2 and
J: 63% and52% (34/54 , 25/48). However. forthe level ! control group, whichhas
Table 3: f"REQUENC Y OF ACCEPrABLE RESPONSES - ACCEPrABI LI'l'Y JUDGEMENT T ASK
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only three subjects, the percentage of acceptable responsesrises from 66% to 72%.
These results suggest that the majority of subjects in this study find type 1 sentences
to be more acceptable than type 2 sentences.
Type3sentences,which involvethe prepositionaldativestructures, arej udged
acceptable by all experimental levels: 88%. 93% and 100 % for levels I, 2 and 3
respccnvetyorthecorurotgroupand 100%, 92%and 98% for theexperimentalgroup.
For type 4 sentences, which involve the double-objectconstruction, the percentage
o f acceptable responses is again lower than those of type 3 sentences: 83%.84% .
and 94% for thecontrol group and 100%,86% and83% for the experimental group.
11,CSCresults show a somewhat higher level of acceptability for the unmarked dative
structure compared to the marked one.
For thosesentence typeswhich involvethe interaction of the dative alternation
and verb-particleconstruction, the resultsare as follow: more subjects in level I of
the control group judged type 5 sentences acceptable than type 6; the judgements
remain about the same for level 2. but level 3 showsa clear preference for type 6.
In the experimental group. levels I and 2 show a preference for type 5. but level 3
shows approximately the same preference for both types 5 and 6. In general, the
control group prefers tv move the particle in the unmarked dative whereas the
experimental group prefers it contiguous to the vert>. As is predicted by markedness
theory. the percentage of acceptable responses for types 5 and 6 is much higher than
those for types 7 and 8.
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Again , as was seen in Table 2. the acceptability judgements of types 7 and 8
are somewhat problematical. The experimental group levels I and 2 showan increa sed
percentage of acceptability for the more marked type8. but this levels off for the more
advanced level 3 subjec ts. All three levels of the con trol groups show a clear
preference for the noncontiguous panicle construction.
The responses for types 9 and 10 in which the parti cle is ill the final position
are as predicted by markedn ess theory. The results show the doub tful gra m matical
status of type 9 and the ungrammatical status of type 10. More subjects in both groups
judged type 9 sentences to be preferred over type 10 which were judged
overwhelmingly unacceptable.
Looking at the percentages of acceptable responses for both groupsof sentences
types 5-10 one can see a general continuum of acceptability from most acceptable for
type 5 (with two exceptions) to least acceptable for type 10. These results are as
predicted by markedness.
Upon closer examination. there appears 10 be a general pattern of preference
with sentences containing the interaction of the dative and verb-particle constructions.
Types 5 and 6 are judged the most acceptable followed by types 7 and 8, and finally,
types 9 and 10 which are the least acceptable. If we look at the structures within each
sentence type, we find an interesting pattern as noted above. Types 5 and 6 both
contain the prepositional dative complement and the verb-particle construction ; types
7 and 8 both contain the double-object construction as well as the verb-particle
construction. Types 9 and 10 contain a dative construct ion and a sentence-final
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particle. As staledearlier, this patternoracceptance isaccounted for quite weJlwithin
a markedness theory. Within eachof the sentencetype pairs 5-6 and 7-8, the higher
acceptability of one type as opposed to the other depends also on the position of the
particle in the sentence. Type 5 has the particle contiguous to the verb which is
assumed to be the unmarkedcaseand is preferredover type 6 in which the panicle
is separated from the verb and is assumed to be the marked case. Type 7 has a
contiguo us particle, in type8 it is separated. For types 9 and 10 . there is a sentence-
final part icle which occupies a position furthest away from the verb.
In types 5 and 6. the control group prefers the more marked noncontiguous
verb-particle structures compared to the experimental group. This preference is
proportionately higher in types 7 and 8 that involve the marked datives and is
especially robust (or group 3 as shown in Table 4; with the exception of level 3, the
experimental group alsoshowsa slightlyhigherpreference for type 8 sentenceswhich
contain a noncontiguous panicle and a marked dative structure. This patterning
reflects a developmentalsequencein the experimentalgroup thatmirrors the preference
shown in the control group.
Lookingal types Iia and b, whichcontain ncnaltematingdative verbs, we find
interesting results for the experimental group. lla sentences are grammatical in
English, whereas l ib sentencesare not. However, the experimental groups show a
very high percentage of acceptability(or the ungrammatical l ib sentences. It would
appear that the experimental subjects are overgeneralizing the double-object
construction to verbs which do not alternate. They seem not to have mastered the
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morphological and semantic constraints proposed by Mazurkewich and While (1984).
It would be interesting to investigate whether or not, for instance . influence from
Micmac maybeaffecting the resultsof acceptabilityobtained in these sentences. This
is a question that will require further research but is an intrigui ng one. The results
for the control group are as expected; 11a sentences are judged acceptab le and l ib
sentences are judgedunacceptable, although to a lesser degree by levels 1and 2 which
suggests thai the control groupmaybeovergeneralizing the double-objectconstruction
as well.
Type 12 sentences are divided into two categories: verb-particle co mbinations
which do not undergo panicle movement ( 12a. b) , for example,
(15) John pul led on the rope (1201)
"John pulled the rope on (12b)
and those which do undergo movement, (l 2e, d) , for example,
(16) John looked up the number (l 2e)
John looked the number up (12d)
For the gra mmatical type 12a sentences, the experimenta l groups show a
developmenta l increase of acceptability ranging from 79 % for level I to 90% and
100 % for levels 2 and 3 respect ively. l2b sentences are judged overwhelmingly
unacceptable by all three levels of the experimental group: 96 %,94% and 100 %.
9'
In general, all three levels of the control groupjudge 12a sentences acceptable, and
120 sentences unacceptable.
In 11c sentences the particle is contiguous to the verb and is noncontiguous in
12dsentences. 12c sentences elicited a developmental increase of acceptability in the
experimental group that ranges from 71% 10 87%. The judgements for the 12d
sentences show a lower percentage of acceptability compared to 12c sentences. The
results for the control group for types 12c and d show that all three levels judge 12c
sentences acceptable (100%. 78%. 79%); however, theacceptability judgements for
'ypc J2dsentences are very low (33%, 56%, 29%). One may recall that the overall
ranking by both the control and experimental groups of sentence types revealed a
relatively 10',\ ranking (6th) for type2 sentences, which involve particle movement.
This is rather surprising as in the sentence types that involve both verb-particleand
dative suucru-es, there is an increasing trend towards noncontiguous verb-particle
structures. This finding clearly warrants furtherresearch.
The results for the distractor sentences are clear. All levels of both groups
judged these grammatical Englishsentencesas acceptable. The average percentage
of acceptable responsefor the control group was 86.1% and for the experimental
group, 89.3%.
Table 5 shows themeanacceptabilityscores foreachproficiency level of both
groups. The scores for each level werecalculated using the formula:
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x + 2y + 3z
----
total number of responses
where x =< the frequencyof unacceptable responses, y =< the frequency ofque stionable
responses, and z "" the frequency of acceptable responses". The means have been
rounded to one place after the decimal , and they represent each group's average level
of acceptability for each sentence type. Two- tailed t-tests were carried our on the data
to compare the me anso f pairs of sentence types, for example. types I and 2; types
3 and 4, etc. In this way. it can be determined whether type I sentences are judged
acceptable by significantly more subjects than type 2; type J significantly more limn
type 4 , types 5 and 6 significant ly more than types 7 and Ii which are judged
acceptable by significantly more subjects than types 9 and 10; type I ia significamly
more than type li b; type 12a significantly more than I:!b: and wbemer there is a
sigmficant difference of acceptability of types 12c and d which an: both acceptab le
in English.
For the experimental group, the mean acceptabtluy !ICOrc o f type I sentences
for all three levels is 2.6 . For type 2 sentences. the scores are 2.2 , 2.3 and 2.4 for
levels I, 2 and 3 respectively; they are lower than those of type I. The difference
between the means for types I and 2 are signif icant at 0 .05 for level 2 subjects
(p= .033). The p-value foe level 1 is .W?, which is not significant, and for level 3 ,
.477, which is also not significant. The control group has mean acceptabi lity scores
of 2.4 , 2.5 and 2.6 for type I sentences, which is similar to the means of the
experimental subjects . Fo r type 2 sentences, Ihc scores are 2.4 , 2.4 and 2.2 , again,
se
~: MEAN ACCEPTABIL I TY SCORES - ACCEPTABIL I TY J UDGEMENT TASk
Group Con t -E: 1 Cant -E:2 Cont -E: 3 Ex p-H : 1 Exp - M: 2 Exp-H : a
n • J n • • n = 8 n - • n ~ 10 n • S
~
Typ e 1 2 . ' 2 . S 2 . ' 2. ' :2.6 2 .'
Ty pe 2 2 .' 2 .' 2.2 2 . 2 2 . J 2.'
Typ e J J.O 2 .s 2 .' 2 .' 2.' J . O
Typ e . J .O 2 .8 a.e 2 . 7 2.7 2 . '
Ty pe S 2 . S 2 .' 2 .J 2. ' 2 .' 2 .7
Typ e , 2 .J 2 .' 2 .' 2 . J 2 .' 2 .8
Type 7 1 . ' J. ' 1 . 2 I., I.' 1.8
Type a 2. 1 1. 7 1.7 1. 8 I.' 1.'
Type • l. J 1 . J I. ' 1.2 1.2 1.J
T ype 10 1 . 0 1 .1 1 .2 1.1 1. 0 1. 0
Ty pe 11 . 2 . 7 2 .7 2 .' 2 . a 2 . 7 3 .0
b 1 .a 1. S 1.2 2 • • 2.2 2 . 3
T ype 12. J . O 2.' 2 .a 2 . ' 2 .8 3 . 0
b 1.2 1. 1 1. 0 1. 1 1 . 1 1.0
J.O 2.' 2.7 2 .' 2 .7 2. '
1 .' 2 .2 1. ' 2. 2 1.. 2 . 7
Type 13 2.8 2.7 2.' 2.7 2.' 3 .0
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slightly lo.....er than those scores for type I. There is a signiflC:lm diffcn:nce (p = .OI2)
between the mean scores (or level J subjects. Levels I and 2 howeno significant
differe nce (p= 1.0. p ", .,.l3S) between the mea n acceptability scores of ty pes I and
2.
The meanscores for type3 for the experimental group arc all vcry high: 2.R.
2.9 and 3.0 . For type 4, the scores are somewhat lower: 2.7,2 .7 and 2.9; however ,
the p-values are non-significant .420•. 237 and .374 respectively. The control group
has high scores for type 3 sentences as well: 3.0.2.9,2.9. For type 4, the scores
are 3.0. 2.8, and 2.8. The only significant difference is between the means for level
2 subjects (p= .022l which is significant at 0.05. Level land level) subjects do not
show a significant difference in their judgements of type -' and 4 sentences. Again.
these p-vatues pointto theconclusion that the experimental subjt:c ts have mastered the
dative alternation used in sentence types J and 4.
In analyzing the results for types 5 to 10. a comparisonof mean acceptability
scores wascarried out for every possiblecombination of sentence type. For example.
the mean for type 5 sentences are compared with the mean for type 6 to 10 sentences;
the mean ror type 6 sentences are compared with mosefor types 5 and 7 10 10: the
mean for type1 sentencesare compared 10 the mean for types5-6 and S-IO; the mean
for type 8 sentences are compared 10 those for types5-7 and 9-\0 ; the mean for type
9 sentencesare compared to those for types 5-8 and type 10; and finally the mean for
type 10 sentences are compared to those for types 5·9.
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A significant difference emerges (p= .040 ) between the mean scores of type
5 (2 .6) and type 6 (2.3) sentences for level I of the experi mental group. Th ere is no
sig nificant difference for the other levels of the experimental grou p. For the control
group, the onlysignificant difference(p= .OO7) is between the means fOT level 3: 2.3,
2.6. Twoout of threcof thelevelsin both groups do notshowa significant difference
in their judgements of types 5 and 6. These types are judged 10be equally acceptable
by most of the subjects in this study.
In the comparison between types 5 and 7, thedifferences in the means for each
level of the experimental groue are highly significant (p=.OOO. p= .000. p= ,019) ,
For the control group, the differencesare significant for levels2 and 3 (p= .OOO for
both groups). Level I subjects do not show a significant difference despite the fact
that the mean scores are 2.5 and 1.6 for types 5 and 7 respectively. This is probably
due to the low number of subjects in level 1.
In general, the comparison between types 5 and 8 gives the same results; there
is a highly significant difference (p approaching .000) between all levels of both
groups, except level 1 of the control group. The differences between types 5 and 9
and 5 and 10 are also found to be highly significant for both groups (p-values
approaching .000 in all cases).
The results for the differences in the means between types 6 and 7.6 and 8.
6 and 9. and 6 and 10 are highly significant. with the p-values approaching zero. The
means for type 6 are all approximately 2.5. whereas those for types 7.8.9 and 10
arc all approximately 1.5. The only comparison which does not produce a significant
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di fference is between types 6 and 8 for level I of the cont rol group. The means arc
2 ,3 and 2.1. and the p-value is .383.
For type 7, the experimental group levels have means of 1.6. 1.6 and 1.8: for
type 8 the means are 1.8, 1.6 and 1.9. slightly higher than those for type 7. The p.
values for the comparisons between these means are .436 .. 80R and .757. which arc
not signi ficant at .05. Thus, neither type 7 OPT type 8 is judged accept able by
significantly more experimental subjects. On theotherhand, the means for the cornrot
group are 1.6. 1.4 and 1.2 for type 7 and 2. 1, 1.7 and 1.7 for type 8. Again, the
means for type 8 are slightly highe r for all three groups. The p-valacs for the
comparisons between these means are .:no. for level 1. which is not significant; .OJJ
for level :2and 0.013 for level 3, both of which arc significant at .05.
For the comparison between types 7 and 9, there is no sign ificant di fference
between the means for levels 2 and 3 of the experimental group. The p-v etucs arc
. 101 and . 101 respectively. For level t , there is a significant di fference. T he means
are 1.6 and 1. 2, and the p-value is .031. None of the levels of the contro l group show
a significant di fference in their mean acceptability scores. The p-valucsarc .423, .695
and .222.
For the comparison between types 7 and 10, there is a highly significant
difference between the mean scores for the experimentallevels: p =. OO5• .008, .033.
Fo r the control groups, the p-values are .053, .077 and .549 which are not significant
at 0.05. However , the values for levels I and 2 are signi ficant at 0.1.
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The comparisons between 8 and 9 and 8 and 10 reveal highly significant
differences (p-values approaching .000 in most cases) between the means for both
groups.
For the comparisonbetween the means for types9 and 10. the means of both
groups are all very close to 1.0. However, there is a significant difference between
the means for all levels of the experimental group: p= .04I, .0 12• .037. Only level
2 of the control group had a significant difference (p= .029).
The results of the t-test comparisons for types 5· 10support the hypothesis that
in general. types 5 and 6 arc judged acceptable by more subjects than types 7 and 8.
which in tum are acceptable 10more subjects than types 9 and 10. The results show
that in general, there was no difference in subjects' judgements of types 5 and 6,
although the mean scores for type5 art: slightly higher than those for type 6. In me
comparisons for types 7 and B. the experimental group does not judge these types
significantly differently; however two out of three of the control group levels do.
More subjects in control group levels 2 and 3 judge type 8 to be acceptable over type
7. In the comparisonbetween types 9 and 10. all of the experimentalgroup and level
2 of the control group judge these types to be significantly different. type 9 being
judged acceptableby more subjects than type 10.
Basedon the results of theacceptabilityjudgement task. pairsof sentencetypes
such as 5 & 6. 7 & 8. 9 & 10 will be referred to as being compatiblewith each other.
Pairs such as 5 & 7. :s & 8. :s & 9. etc.• which arejudged to be significantly different
by the subjects of this study will be referred to as non-eompatible pairs.
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With respect to the comparisonsbetween non-compatible sentence types (eg.
type 5 and type 9 or type 8 and type 10), the results show highly significant
differences in sentence type acceptability. except between type 7 and type 9. This.
along with the mean scores themselves. indicates that the more subjects do find types
5 and 6 which contain a vere-panicle construction and the prepositional dative \0 be
acceptable over types 7 and 8 which contain a verb-panicle construction and the
double-object dative, which judged acceptable by more subjects than types 9 and 10
which containadative structure and a sentence-final particle. Although sentence final
particles are acceptable in derivations involving a direct object, as type 12d sentences
illustrate, they are not grammatical in sentences whose derivations involve direct
objects and dative structures. These results suggest that the 1.2learners have mastered
the constraints on particle movement in derivations that involve dative constructions.
Because type 11a sentences are grammatical in English and lib sentences arc
not, one would expect to see a highly significant difference between the mean scores.
For the experimental groups, only level 2 shows a significant difference (p= .OI);
levels I and 3 do not. This suggests that the experimental subjects have nOI fully
mastered the constraints thai apply to the dative alternation in English. Levels 2 and
3 of the control group have the same p-value of .000. which is highly significant and
indicates that they have mastered the alternation. The nonsignificant scores of types
I ia and b for level I may be due to the low number of subjects in this level.
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As expected, all levels of both groups have highly significant dif ferences
between the meansoft ypc 12a, which isgrammalical in English, and type 12b, which
is ungrammatical. For types 12c and d, which are bot h grammatical, there is a
significant difference (p= .009) for level 2 of the experientialgroup, andno significant
difference for levels I and 3. For the control group. there is a significant difference
for level 3 (p= .OO5), and none for levels I and 2.
6.2 .2 Sentence Completion Task
Tables6 and 7 showthe overall frequency and percentage of each sentence type
supplied for the sentence completion task. For sentence types I and 2 bo th gro ups
producedmore type I sentencesthantype2. For level I of thecontrol group, 14/ 18
or 77.8% of the sentences supplied were type I and only 3fl8 or 16.7% were type
2. Similarly for level 2. 41/54 or 75.9% were type 1 and 12/54 or 22.2% were type
2: for level 3: 27/42 or 64.3 % were type I and 15/42 or 35.7% were type 2. For
the experimentalgroup fheresults for type I and 2are as follows: for level I: 30/48
or 62.5% were type 1 and 17/48 or 35.4% were type 2; level 2: 30/54 or 55.6%
were type 1 and 23/54 or 42.6%are type2; level 3: 20/30 or 66.7% are type I and
10/30 or 33.3'ii re type2. Overall, levels t and 2 of the control group produced
a greater proportion of type I sentences than the experimental group who produced
a greater proportion of type 2 sentences, but level 3 of both groups produced
approximately the sameproportion.
10)
Table 6 : OVERALL FREQUE NCY OF EACH SENT ENCE T YP E SU PPLI ED -
SENTENCE COMPLETION TASJ;
Gro up Cont-E: 1 Cont-E:2 cc ne-s ra EKp - M: 1 Exp - M:2 Exp -M : :3
n = a t. • 9 n • 7 n • 8 n • 9 n = 5
~
Type 1 ,. 41 27 )0 20
Type 2 12 15 17 aa 10
Type 3 10 27 20 )7
"
22
Type 4 27 21 10
Type 5 20
"
24 21 16
Type 6 12 27 24 20 30
"
Type 7
Type 8
Type 9
Type 10
Type 11. 24 20 20 24 12
b 1 0 0 1 )
Type 12. 27 20 24 26 15
b 0 0 0 1 0
c 19 12 17 19 10
d 7 8 6 8 5
10'
Tabl e 7: OVERALL PERCENTAGE OF BACS S ENTENCE TYPE S UPPL IED -
SENTENCE COMPLETION TASX
Gr oup Cont-E: 1 Cont-E:2 Cont - E: ) Exp- M: 1 Exp-M : 2 Exp - M:3
n • , n • 9 n =: 7 n • B n = 9 n • 5
!i.-..IYIl.O
Typo 1 77.8 75 .9 64 .3 62.5 55 .6 66 .7
Type 2 16 .7 22. 2 35.7 3 5 .4 42.6 33. 3
Typ e a 55 . 6 5 0 . 0 47 .6 77. 1 79.6 73 .3
Type 4 3 8 .9 5 0.0 50 . 0 2 0 .8 n . I 26 .7
Type 5 22 .2 3 7 . 0 30 . 0 50 .0 38 .9 5 3 . 3
Type 6 66 .7 50 .0 57 . 1 41.7 5 5 .6 4 3. 3
Type 7 5 . B 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0
Type B 5.' 3 .7 ' .B 0 .0 0 .0 ,.,
Typ e 9 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0
Type 10 0 .0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 .0 0 . 0 0 .0
Type 11a 17 .8 88 .9 95 . 2 8 3 . 3 88 .9 8 0 . 0
b 0 .0 '. 7 0 .0 0 .0 30 7 2 0 . 0
Type 1 2a 88.9 100 . 0 95 .2 100 .0 9 6 .3 1 00 . 0
b 1 1. 1 0.0 0 .0 0 . 0 ' .7 0 .0
c 88 .9 70. 4 57.1 70 .8 70.4 66 . 7
d 1 1. 1 2 5 . 9 38 . 1 25.0 29 .6 33 .3
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For types 3 and 4 , the contro l group produced approximately equal numbers
of both types: 55 .6% type 3 and 38.9% type 4 for level I; level 2: 50% type J and
50% type4 sentences; level 3: 47.6 % type 3 and 50 % type 4. The experimental
group, on the other hand , prod uced a much larger propo rtion of typeJ sentences than
type 4; for level I: 77 . t % were type3 and only 20.8% were type 4; level 2: 79 .6%
were level 3 and only 11. 1% were type 4; finally for level 3, 73 .3% we re type 3 and
26.7 % were type 4.
For those sentence types involv ing the interact ion of both cons tructions, it is
clear that types 5 and 6 are preferred in production, especially for the experimental
group in which there is only one type 8 supplied and no type 7. As well there were
no types 9 or 10 prod uced . In comparing the produ ction of types 5 and 6 for the
control group, one can see that there is a greater proportion of type 6 sentences
supplied than type 5: for level I: 22.2% are type 5 and 66.7% arc type 6; level 2:
37% type 5 and 50% type 6: level 3: 30% type 5 and 57.1 % type 6. The results for
the experimental group are mixed. Levels I and 3 produce more type 5 sentences than
type 6; 50% type 5 and 41.7% type 6 for level I and 53.3% type 5 and 43.3% type
6 for level 3. level 2 subjects supply more type 6 (55.6%) sentences than type 5
(38.9%). The control group supplied a greater number of the more marked type 7
and 8 sentences than the experimental group did. Neither group produced type 9 and
type 10 sentences.
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The results for the nonalte rnating dative type 11a and b sentences are as
expected for the control group. There wasonly one example of an ungrammatical
l ib sentenceproduced by a level 2 subject; all of the other sentencesproduced were
grammaticaltype l la sentences. For theexperimentalgroup there were fOUT type l ib
sentencesproducedby subjects in levels2 and3. Given the results of the acceptability
judgement task in which it was found that the experimental subjects were
overgeneralizing thedouble-object construction to verbs whichdo notalternate, these
resuusare as expected. The experimental subjectsare overgeneralizingin production
as well.
The results of the non-dative verb-particle constructions are as follows : there
wasone exampleof an ungrammatical type 12bsentencesupplied by a level ! control
subject andoneby a level2 experimental subject. All of theother sentences produced
were the grammatical type !2a sentences. Thesemaybe performanceerrors. As for
the 12cand d sentences in which either formis grammatical, subjectsproducedmore
12c sentenceswhere the particle is contiguous to the verb than 12d sentences where
the particle is separated.
Table 8 and Table 9 show the frequency and percentageof sentence types 1
and 2, respectively, as suppliedin the sentencecompletion task. For level I of the
experimental group, 30 sentences out ofa total of 48. or 62.5% type I ([V-Prt-NPJ)
vere produced. Only 17/48 (35.4%) of the sentencessuppliedare type 2, lV-NP-PrtJ.
For level 2, 30/54 or 55.6% of the subjects supply type I sentences,and 23154
Table 8 : FREQUENCY OF TYPES 1 & 2 - SENTENCE COMPLETION TASK
Group
I
Cont -E : l
I
cc ne-a ez
I
Cont-E: 3 I Exp-K: l I Exp - M:2 I Exp -M:30 - ' O ' 9 0 = 7 0 -' n = 9 0
Re s pons e
""""--1
10
a.a
1<
1S I 0 2 1 1 0 , 1 1 0 . , 1 0 S a
0 7 1
S 2
I I
-
Table 9: PERCENTAGE OP TYPES 1 & 2 - SENTENCE COMPLETION TASK
Group Co n t - E:1 I ccne-s sa I ccne-asa I 'xP-M" I Exp- H :2 I Exp - H: 3
0 - 7
0 1 2 o 1 2
.!i!m.b........
o 5 6 44 o 4 J 57
11 0574J
0"" 1
o "
se o 4 J 57 5050 o J3 67
11 0 5 7 4 J 0 6 2 J8 o 44 56
J2 I c 100 0 III 89 0 0100 0 o 88 12 o 89 11
33 089 11 086 14 12 6J 2 5
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(42 .6~) wpp ly type 2. Finally, for level three, the results show that :0J30or 66 .7 $
of the sentences supplied are type 1 sentences and 10130 (33 . 3 ~) are type 2. For the
cont rol group. the resul ts show a similar pa ttern . For level I , 14/ 18 (n.8") of the
sentences supplied are type I and 3/18 (16.7 'Ji) are type2 ; for level 2, 4 1/54 {7S.9" >
are type I and 12154 (22.2" ) are type2; for level 3. 21/42 (64.3 " ) arc type 1 and
15/42 (35.7%) are type 2. These results sup port those of the acceptab ility j udgement
task. Type I sentences in which the particle is contiguous to the verb are supplied
more oft en than type 2 sentences where the particle is nonconti guous.
Tables 10 and 11 show the frequency and percentage of type 3 [V-NP~PPI .
and type 4 (V.NP-NPJ. respectively, as supplied in the semcnccco mpletion task. For
the experi mental group. the result s are as follows : at leve l 1, 37/48 or n .t" o f the
sentences supplied are type 3; at level 2 the value is 43/54 (79.6~) and at leve l 3,
22/30 (73.3%) . The number of type 4 semeeces supplied are 10/48 or 20 .8 " for
level I . 6154 ( 11.1~) fo r level 2 and 8130 (26.7") for leve l 3. Much fewer type 4
sentences than type 3 are supplied by the experimental subjec ts.
The resu lts for the control grou p an::as follows: level I subjec ts supply 10118
or 55.6% type 3 sentence s and 7118 or 38.9 9& type 4 sent ences . Level 2 subjects
supply 27/54 or 50.0 % type 3 se n tences and 27/54 or 50% type 4 sen tences . Fina lly,
level 3 subjects supply 20/42 or 47 .6 % type 3 sente nces and 2 1142 or 50 .0 % type 4
sentenc es . The contro l group produced approxima tely eq ual numbers o f dat ive types
.1and 4 . and a much higher percentage of type 4 sentence s compared to the
Table 10 : FREQUENCY OF TYPES 3 & 4 - SENTENCE COKPLETION TASK
Group
Response
l1<Dh..t
cene-a sr
1 2
Co~t-E:3 Exp - H:l Exp - H:2 Exp-H : 3
30 I 0 2
35
~: PERCENTAGE OF TYPES 3 &: 4 - SENTEN CE COKPLETION TASK
g
Gr oup
Respon s e
~
ceee-eea
o 5 6 44
Cont~E: 3 Exp-H:l
2S
Exp-H :2
" - 9
Ex p-H :3
n - S
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experimental group. Thisreflectsthecon trolsubjects' greaterproductive mastery of
thedative alternation, especiallythe do uble-objectstructure.
Tables 12 and 13show the frequency and percentage of types5. 6 . 7 and 8
supplied in the sentenceccrnpletlon task. Types9 and10 arenot represented because
none of thesubjects, experimentalor control, producedthesesentencetypes. From
theresultsfor thecxperimcnlal group. it is apparent that mostof the sentencessupplied
are e ither type 5 or type 6. For level I, 24/48 or 50% of the sentences are type 5
and 20 /48 (41. 7%) are type 6. Level 2 subjects supply 21!54 (38.9 %) type 5
sentences and 30/54 (55.6%) type6 sentences. Level3 subjects produced 16/30 or
53.3% type 5 and 13/30or 43 .3% type 6. Only one type 8 sentence was supplied
which countsfor only tl30of the totalsentences supplied or3.3 %. For the control
group. theresults show a similar pattern . For level I, only4/18 or 22.2 % aretype
5 sentences whereas 12/18 or 66.7%are type6. There wasone exampleof a type
7 sentenceand oneexample of a type 8 sentence in level I which comprised5.6%
of the total sentences supplied each. For level 2, 20/54 or 37.0% of the sentences
are type 5 and 27/54 or 50.0% of the sentences aretype 6. There are two type 8
sentenceswhichcomprise3.7% of the to tal. Finallyfor level 3, 13/42or 31.0% are
type 5 sentences and 24/42or 57.1%are type 6. Again thereare 2 type8 sentences
which made up 4.8%of thetotal sentences supplied.
Onedifference between theexperimental andcontrol groups isthat the control
group produced more type6 sentences containing theunmarked dative and
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noncontiguous particles than typeSwith the unmarkeddativeand contiguous particle,
whereas the experimentalgroup (with the exception of level 2) suppliesslightly more
type 5 sentences Ihan type 6.
Tables 14 and 15 show the frequencyand percentagerespectively of type I ia
and b sentencessupplied in thesentencecompletion task,whichinvolvenon-al ternating
dativ e verbs. One would expect that if the experimental gro up has mastered the dative
alterna tionand has learned to restrictit to thoseverbs which alternate, then they will
nOI sup ply type li b sentences whichare ungrammatical in English. Level 1 subjects
supply 20/24 or 83.3% type 11a sentences and no type l ib sentences. Level 2
subjects supply 24/27 or 88.9% type l l a sentencesandonly 1127or 3.7% type li b
sentence. Level 3 subjects supply 12/ 15 or 80.0% I ia sentencesand 3/15 or 20,0%
l ib sentences. Specifically, for level 3 , 2 subjects cut of 5 supply ungra mmatical
sentences fo r sentence #12and I Quiof 5 supply an ungrammatical l ib sente nce type
for #36. T hese results support the findings of the acceptability judgeme nt task;
namely, that the experimental subjects are cvergeneralizing the double-objec t
construction to thoseverbs whichdo not permit the alternation. For thecontro l group,
1/9 or 11.8% of the sentences supplied by level I subjectsare type JJa and none are
type li b. F' Jr level 2, 24/27 0 ." 88.9% are Ila's and 1I2?or 3,7% is an l l b
sente nce. Finally, {or level 3, 20121or 95.2% of the sentences are type 11a and none
are type l ib. Except for the one type l ib sentence supplied, these results are as
Table 14 : FREQUENCY OF TYPES llA , lIB - SENTENCE COMPLETION TASK
Sent. ,.
12
36
Cont- E: 1
n = 3
. 0
Cont-E:2
n = 9
Cont-E: 3
n =: 7
Exp -M: 1
n =: 8
Exp -M :2
n .. 9
Exp-M:J
n = 5
Table IS : PERCENTAGE OF TYPES llA , I1B - SENTENCE COMPLETION TAB!t. ~
Sent . , I
Cont -E : 1 Cont - E:2 Cont -E : 3 Exp- M:l I Exp- M:2 I Exp- M:3
n - 3
n _ 9
n = 7 n
0 a b 0 a b 0 a b 0
I 33 67 0 22 7 8 0 o 100 0 25 75 0 11 7 8 11 a 10 0
12
I
33 6 7 0 a 1 0 0 0 a 100 0 25 7 5 0 11 89 0 0 60 40
36 o 100 0 0 89 11 14 86 0 o 100 0 o 100 0 0 80 20
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expected. There is onlyone LI speakerwho producedoneovergenerauzauon of the
double-object construction.
Table s 16 and 17 show the frequency and percentage of type 12a and b
sentences supplied in this task. The results here are very clear. 100% of the
experimental subjects in levels 1 and 3 and 96.3% of the level 2 subjects supply 12a
sentences where the particle is obligatorily contiguous. which are grammatical in
English. Therewas onlyonecaseof an ungrammatical 12bsentence. For thecontrol
group, 8/9 or 88.9%of the sentencessupplied by the level J subjects are type 12a.
whereas 1/9 or 11. 1% of the sentencesare type 12b' s. For level 2 , 100% are type
12aand for level 3, 20/21 or 95.2 % are type 12aand none are lzb's.
Tables 18 and 19 show the frequency and percentage of types 12c and d
sentences supplied in the sentence completion task that contain verbs which permit
contiguous and noncontiguous particles. For level I experimentalsubjects, 17/24 or
70.8% supply 12c sentencesand 6/24 or 25.0% supply 12d sentences. For level 2,
19/27or 70.4% supply12csentencesand8/27 or29.6 %supply 12d sentences. Level
3 subjects supply lOl lS or 66.1% 12csentences and 5115or 33,3% 12d sentences.
Theexperimental subjects showa clearpreference in their useof 12csentences,which
have the structure [V·Pnl . over 12d sentences in which the pan icle I!>moved. The
controlgroup subjects make similar responses. leve l 1subjectssupply8/9or 88.9%
12c sentences and 119 or 11.1% 12d sentences. Level 2 subjects supply 19/27 or
70.4% 12c sentencesand 7127or 25.9% 12d sentences. Finally, level 3 subjects
T a b 1 • .16 : F RE QUEN CY OF TYPES .12 A • .12B - SENTENCE COKPL ET ZON TASK
Se nt . #
Co n t -E : 3 Ex p -i1:1 Exp- M : 2 E x p - M: 3
n - 5
Ta b l e 17 : PERCENTAGE OF T YPE S 1 2 A , 128 - SENTENCE COMPL ET ION T ASK c O
Cont-E: 1 c cne-er a Cont-E : 3 Ex p - M: 1 I Ex p -M : 2 I Exp- M : 3
n - ,
n _ 9 n = ·1 n
sen t . # 0 a b 0 a b 0 a b 0
o 100 0 o 1 0 0 0 14 B6 0 o 1 00 0 o 1.00
o 1.00 0 o 1 0 0 0 o 1.00 0 o 100 0 o 1.00
o 100 0 o 1 0 0
Table 18 : FREQUENCY OF T YPE8 12C & 12D - SENTENCE COMPLE TION TAS P::
Sent . I
17
2 2
Cont-E: 1
n = J
ccoe-ara
n = 9
Cont -E: J
n = 7
EXp -M: 1
n = 8
Exp - M:2
n = 9
Exp - M: J
n = 5
~: PERCENTAOE OF TYPES 1.2 C , 1 2 D - SENTENCE COMPLETION TABll:
~
Cont -E : 1
I
Con t -E :2 Con t - E: J I Exp - M: 1 I Exp - M:2 Exp - H:Jn = 3 n = 9 n - 7 n - 8 n = 9 n = 5
·-to 1 00 o I 0 8. II I 0 57 43 !12 7 5
': I
0 78 22 0 80 20
17 0 100 o 0 78 22 0 71 2 9 0 1 0 0 0 89 II o 100
22 0 6 7 JJ 11 4 4 44 1 4 4 3 43 0 37 63 0 44 56 0 20 80
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supply 12/21 or 57.1% 12c sentencesand 8121 or 38.1% 12d sentences. 1111.'control
subject s also p-efer the unmarked sentence type to the marke d one .
Studies by Fischer (1971 . 1976) , Cook (1976). and Maz urkcwi ch and While
(1984) show that the prepositional dative is easier to leam and is acquired before the
double-object constructionby first language learners of English. As mentioned earlier,
the Gropen et a l. (1989) study sho wed, on the other ha nd, that their subjec ts used both
dative structures at a very early age. However, first language resea rch on adults and
older children show anemergence of theunmarked prepositional dative first followed
by the marked double-object dative. The research on the emergence of dative
structures in second language studies is clear. Mazurkewich (1984b) and Hawkins
((987) demonstrate that there is a developmental sequence in the acquisition of the
dative alternation; the unmarked [NP PPJ complement is acquired before the marked
[NP NP] complement. As well, results of a pilot study conducted in 1989 by this
researchersupport these conclusions:second language students preferred theunmarked
form of the dative to the marked form.
As for the verb-particle construction, this study supports the analysis proposed
by Van Dongen (1919), Live (1965), Bolinger (1971), Absalom (1973), and Fraser
(1976): namely, that the particle is contiguous to the verb in its basic. underlying
us
form. First language research conducted by Clifton (1977) and Browman (1986)
suggest that subjects prefer sentences containing the contiguous pan icle to those
containing a noncontiguous particle. As well, Clifton's study points to a continuum
of acceptability of sentencescontainingverb-particle constructions which dependson
the positionof the particle in the sentence. A contiguousparticle isjudged acceptable
by more subjects t: an a particle between NP's which in tum is judged acceptable over
a sentence-final particle.
The findingsof this studytend 10 support the claimsof markedness, the studies
positedaboveand in discussion of the studies in Chapter 3. In somecases, however.
only a trend is indicated as the differences have not been shown to be statistically
significant.
Intheacceptabilityjudgement taskwhich reflectscomprehension, moresubjects
fromboth groupsjudged sentencescontaining the unmarked prepositional dative (type
3) acceptable over those containing the marked double-object dative (type 4), although
results of a two-tailed t-test showed this difference not to be significant. Results of
sentences containing the verb-particle construction indicate that subjects prefer
sentences with a contiguous particle to those witha noncontiguous particle. Again,
however, resulls of the t-test showed thai neither group accepted type 1 (Y-Prt-NP)
sentencessignificantly more than type 2 sentences[Y-NP-Prtj which, again, suggests
that pan icle movement has been acquired. For those sentences involving the
interaction of the dative alternationand theverb-particleconstruction, the results show
that the mostunmarked sentence type [V-pn -NP·PP] isju dged the most acceptable.
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Other sentence types which contain one or two of the marked structures fall into a
continuum of acceptability based on their degree of markedness. In general. type5
sentences which contain a contiguous particle and a prepositiona l dative are the most
unmarkedandare j udged the most acceptable. Type 6 sentences which containa
noncont iguous particle and a prepos itional dative are jud ged next most acceptab le.
Type 7 and 8 sentences are more marked than types 5 and 6 beca use they conta in a
contiguous particle and a double-object dative and a noncontiguous pa rticle and a
double-objcctdative respectively. Thesesentencetypes arejudged lessacceptable than
types 5 and 6 as is predicted by markedness. Type 9 sentences which contain a
sentence- final particle and a double-object dative and type 10 sen tences which co nta in
sentence-final particle and a prepositionaldative are judged the least acceptab le by both
the expe rimental group and the cont rol group .
The results of the acceptability judgement task also show a sligh t dif ference
in respo nse betwee n the expe rimental group and the control group. Fo r types 5 and
6, the con trol group pre fer s type 6 sentences which contain a noncontiguous particle
and a prepositional dative . The experi mental group, on the other hand prefers type
5 sentences with the unmar ked co ntiguous particle and the unma rked prepositional
dative . Looking at types 7 and 8 which contain the double-object dative and the verb-
pa rticle construction, it is clea r that both grou ps show a prefere nce for type 8 sentences
which contain a noncon tiguous particle. This patterning is seen to reflect a
developmental sequence in the experimental group that reflects the preference shown
in the co ntrol group.
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Results of ueproduction taskindicatethat thesubjectsshowed a reliance on
unmarked constructions. This is in contrast to theircomprehension abilities as
reflected in the resultsobtained fromiheacceprabitnyjudgement taskwheretheyshow
better knowledge of bothunmarkedandmarked constructions but wherepreference
is still givento tile unmarked ones. In the productionof sentences involving the
interactionof bothtarget structures, thecontrol group produce moresentences types
which contain a noncontiguous particle and a prepositional dative whereasthe
experimental group supply mere sentences types which contain both unmarked
structures. Furthermore, thecontrol groupproducedfivesentences containing the
marked double-object construction andnoncontiguous particle compared to the
experimental groupwhich onlyproduced one. Thecontrol group alsoproduced the
role example of themarkeddoubleobject andcontiguousparticleconstruction.
The results of the sentence completion task forsentence types t to 10 reflect
thoseelicited by the acceptabilityjudgement task. Therewas, however, a greater
reliance onunmarked constructions compared 10marked ones in the productiontask
whichmore clearly suggests a developmental sequence with respect to the dative
alternation and 10 the verb-particle constructions.
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FOQTNOTfS
I. See Appendix B.
2. For a complete description of type 12 sentences see section .5.4.
3. Sec Appendix C.
4 . See section 5.4 for a structural description and an example of types 9 and 10.
5 . See section 5.4 for a structural description of sentence types 5-10.
6. Frequencies appear in Table 3.
CHAPTER 7
Cencfu slon
7. 1 Summary or fi ndjngs
This thesis looks at the acquisition of the dative alternation and verb-panicle
constructions and their interaction in second language learne rs of English . The
experimental findings in this thesis are consistent with language acquisition research
that has been reported in the literature. Specifically I the unmarked dative forms and
verb-panicle constructions show a tendency to be more readily acceptable on a
comprehension task compared to their marked counterparts when they were tested
separately. Tbese results were strongly confirmed in a production task, Results of
the interaction of the dative alterna tion and particle movement show the relative
acceptability of sentence types lhat reflect themarkedness claims posited. That is.
sentence types involving Uk:unmarked dative complement (NP PPl and the unmarked
cont iguous verb-panicle constructio ns as in (I) and the more marked noncontiguous
verb-particle forms as in (2);
(I) John gave back the book to Mary
(2} John gave the book.back to Mary
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are more readily judged acceptable compared 10 sentence types which contain lhe
marked dative complement, {NP NP]. and the unmarked contiguous verb-panicle
construe:tions as in (3) and the more markednoncontiguous verb-particle forms as in
(4):
(3) John gave back Mary the book
(4) John gave Mary back:the book
Insofar as comprehension of theseconstrucrtonsisconcerned, results show that
in general. there is no significant difference in the acceptabilityof sentence types
within "compatible" pairs. This suggests that developmentally, verb-particle
movement, which isaccountedfor by a generalmovement rule. is acquired before the
dativealternation, which is derivedby a lexical rule with languagespecific constraints.
The resu lts of the production lest confinn these results; the second language subjects
showed an overwhelming reliance on lhe unmarked forms of both constructions. as
did the control group but to a lesser extent.
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7.2 lmplica tjoos for ACQujsition Research
French (1985)has suggested that markedness may not necessarily be involved
in an explanation of acquisition stages. However, this thesis has shown that
markednes , whichfollowsfrom the principlesand parametersframework of UG, is
importantin explaining theorderof acquisitionof syntactic constructions in English.
This study has shownthat there is a differentialof acceptability which appears
to reflecta developmental sequence inthe acquisition of thedativealternation, particle
movementand the interactionof both. In general, unmarkedformsare learnedbefore
marked ones. Whatis needed. however, is a longitudinalstudy on rhe acquisition of
thesestructures whichwill showover timetheacquisitionsequencethatemergesfrom
the interaction of these structures.
To my knowledge, this is the first in depthstudy10lookarthe second language
acquisition of the interactionof the dative alternation and particle movement. More
research on this topic must be done before any definitive conclusions can be made;
however, it showsthe importanceof linguistic theory to language acquisilion regarding
the notion of explanatoryadequacyand how the theoryof markednesscan account for
acquisition phenomena like the dative alternation and particle movement.
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APPENDIX A
Name: _
Read the essay below and fill in the blanks using a word that you think belongs there , Usc
only ONE word for each blank. You have 10 minutes [0 complete this tnsk.
Some Things Do Not Change
Modem pottery is very much like that of ancient limes. Men began [0 need pots when
_ _ _ began agriculture . They needed pots __ cook their new __: grain,
pea' beans. The se foods have 10becooked slow ly__ wate r. They shaped
the first pots inside baskets and baked thorn on __ open fire . Later they inve nted a
new method . They took a long thin roll of day and coiled__ round and round. They
smoothed the pot with __ fingers and baked it in an oven. T hen , abo ut 3000 B.C.,
a man invented the po tter ' s wheel . The potter put some clay in the middle of the whee l and
turned the wheel very quickly. He shaped the pot with his ' A good potter
___ work quickly. He coul d sell a lot of POlS.too . __ they were beautiful.
Potters the first craftsme n - and art ists. They painted flower s. anim als and
___ patte rns on their pots. Modem pots , cups, plates and vases are sometimes made
of porcelain - fine white china - that are like__vases , plates, cups and pots of anci ent
times. porce lain is not new. The Chinese invented it about 700 A. D. Some things
have cha nged very litt le since ancien t times.
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APPENDIX B
You will hear a list of sentences read to you on a tape. You are to uncover each of the
sentence s as you hear them being read. Th ink about each sente nce. T hen using the scale
on the right hand side of the page, put a check mark closest 10 the A (acceptable), if the
sentence sounds okay to you. If the sentence does not sound okay to you, then make a
check mark closest to the~ (not acceptable). If you arc not sure about a sentenc e,
then make a chec k mark in the middle. For example :
a. Jo hn ale the ice cream quickly.
b. John ale quic kly the ice cream .
Are there any questions?
I. Brian passed the penc il back to Tho mas.
2. Mark kicked the doo r in.
3. Susan explainedtheanswer to Thomas.
4. Jac k sold o ff the furn iture.
5. Susan walked the street up.
6. Jessica often goesto bed late.
7. Heather tried the dresson,
8. John handedthecandyout.
9. Jerry gave back Robert thebook.
Not A _ I _I A
Not A _ I _ I A
NotA _ 1
_ I A
NOl A _I _I A
Not A _ I _I A
NotA _ I _ I A
Not A_I _ I A
NOl A _ I _ I A
NotA_I _ I A
NOl A_ l _ I A
Not A _ I _ I A
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10 . Susan brought the sandwiches to Mary. Not A_I _ I A
t 1. Susan walked up the street. NOlA
_ I _. 1 A
12. Brian passedThomas the pencil back. NotA_I
_ I A
13. Heather triedon the dress. NOlA
_ I _ I A
14. Sam described the film to Joan. Not A
_ I _ I A
15. Shirley never does the dishes . NOlA
_ I _ I A
16. Jack soldoff Sam the furniture. NOl A_I
_ I A
17. Mary pulled on the rope. NotA _ I
_ I A
18. Mark recommended the book to Anne. Not A _ I _ I A
19. Karen sent the package off. NOlA
_ I _I A
20 . Jack sold the furniture off. NOlA _I _ I A
21. Jerry gave back the book to R~rt. NOlA _I _ I A
22. Sam described Joan the film. NotA_I _I A
23. Jacksold orr the furniture to sam. NOl A _ I
_ I A
24. Jerry gave the book to Robert back. NOlA_I _ I A
25. Susan brought Mary the sandwiches out. Not A _I _I A
26. Mary pulled the rope on. Not A _I _I A
27. Mark recommended Anne the book. N~tA_1 _ I A
28. George always listens 10 the teacher. NOlA _ I _ I A
29. John handed the childrenthe candy. Not A _I _ I A
30. Jack sold the furnit ure to Sam . NOlA _ I _ I A
31. Susanbrought Mary the sandwiches. NotA _1 _ I A
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32. Karen sent the package to Mark off.
33. Urian passed me pencil back.
34. Mark kicked in the door .
35. Norman readthe book quietly.
36. Brian passed back the pencil.
37. Karen sent the package to Mark.
38. Jerry gave the book to Robert.
39. Susan brought the sandwiches out to Mary.
40. Karen sent the package off to Mark.
41. Karen sent Mark the package ofr.
42. Jack sold Sam off the furniture.
43. John handed mechildren the candy out.
44. Susan brought out the sandwiches to Mary.
45. Karensent Mark the package.
46. Jerry gave the book back to Robert .
47. Susan brought out the sandwiches.
48. Greg is usually on time for school.
49. Jerry gave Roben back the book.
50. John handed out the candy10 lhechildren.
51. Jack sold Sam the furniture.
52. John handed the candy out to the children.
53. Karen sent off Mark the package.
NOl A _I _ I _ A
NOl A _I _ I _ A
NotA_I _ I_A
NOlA _ I _ I _ A
NotA _ I _ I _ A
NotA _ I _ I_ A
NOIA _l _ I A
NotA _ I _ I A
NotA _ I _ I A
Not A _ I _I A
NotA _ I _ I A
Not A _ I _ I A
NotA _ 1 _ I A
NOl A _I _ I A
NolA _I _ I A
NOIA_ I _ I_A
NOlA _ I _ I _ A
NotA _ I _ 1 A
NOlA _I _ I A
NOl A _I _ I A
NOlA _I
_I A
NOl A _ I _ I A
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54 . Kare n sent orr the package . Not A _I _ I A
55. Robert looked the number up. NOlA_ l _ I A
56. Mike reall y pia)' s hockey well. Not A _ I _ I
57. John jum ped the pool in. NOlA _I _I
58. John hand ed the children out Ulecandy. NOIA_1 _ I
59. Brian passed the pencil to Thomas. NOl A_ I _ I
60. Jack sold the furniture off to Sam. NotA_ I _ I
61. Susan brought the sandwichesout. Not A_I _ I
62. Susanbrought the sandwichesto Mary oUI. NOlA _I _ I
63. Judy nearly lost the lottery ticket. NOlA _ I _ I
64. ; ohn handed the candy to the children. NOl A_ I _ I
6.5 . John handed the candy10 the children OUI. NOlA _I _I A
66. Jerry gave Rabe n the book . NOl A_I _ I
67. Jack sold Sam the furniture off. NotA _ I _ I
68. Brian passed lhe pencil to Thomas back. NotA _ I _ I A
(fl . Brian passed back the pencil to Thomas. NolA _ I _I A
70. Susan brought out Mary the sandwiches. Not A _ I _ I
7 1. Ma rtha went direct ly to the library . NOlA_I _I A
72. Susan brought Mary out the sandwiches. NOlA _I _ I
73. Jerry gave back the book. NOlA_ I _ I
74. Brian passed back Thomas the pencil. NOIA_1 _ I A
75. John handed out the children the candy. NotA _ I _ I
76. Susan explained Tho mas the answer.
n . Jcrry gave Robert the book back.
78 . John handed our the candy.
79. John jumped in the pool.
SO. Sleven carefu lly dosed thc door.
81. Karen senr Mark o ff the package.
82 . Karen sen t off the package to Mark.
83. Jack sold lhe fum uure to Sam off.
84. Brian passedTho mas back tne pencil.
85. Jerry gave the book back.
86. Jason writes poems beautifully.
87. Brian passedThomas the pencil.
88. Robert looked up thenumber .
Name:
Sex: __ Age:
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NOI A
_I _ I A
NOl A J _I A
NOI A _ I _ J _A
NOlA_I _ I A
Not A _ I _ I A
NOlA _ I _ I
NOlA _ I _ I
NOI A _ I
_ I A
NOlA
_ I _ I_A
NOlA _ I _ J_ A
NOl A _I _ I A
NotA_ I _I A
NOl A_ I _ I A
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APPENDIX C
Complete each of the followingsentences using the words on the right hand side. You
may add other words, but besure thatall of the words on the right hand side arc used.
For example:
Ralph
1. Judy
2. Sam
3. B"'".il!anL- _
4. Norma n
car
garage
look
lottery -ticket
nearly
lost
film
described
Joan
passed
Thomas
pencil
read
quietly
book
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5. Heather
dress
0 0
tried
6. Karen
Mark
package
sent
7. John
children
0 ",
handed
candy
8. Susan
0",
Mary
sandwiches
brought
9. John
jumped
pool
tn
10. Karen
package
orr
SO"
11..Bri.im
Thomas
back
pencil
passed
133
Anne
12. Mark recommended
book
candy
13. John cut
handed
book
14. Jem gave
back
pencil
15. Brian back
passed
goes
16. Jessica bed
often
late
looked
17. Robert up
number
13'
package
18. Karen sen!
off
Mark
listens
19.~ teacher
always
door
20. Steven closed
carefully
Sam
2 1.~ fumiture
sold
In
22. Mark kicked
door
directly
23. Martha library
went
book
24. Jerry gave
back
Robert
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docs
25. Shirley
d ishes
up
26. Susan stree t
walked
well
27. Mike plays
really
hockey
off
28. Jack wid
Sam
furniture
writes
29. Jason beautifully
POO'ry
gave
30, Jerry Rubert
hook
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31.~. _
32. Jack
33. Mary
34 . SlI$l!"
35. _
36. SUsan
school
is
time
usually
off
sold
furniture
00
pulled
'"""
brought
M"l'
sandwiches
children
candy
handed
answer
explained
Thomas
37.~
Name:
Sex: _ _ Age:
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sandwiches
brought
"'"
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